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With a view to studying translational-vibrational relaxation times in gaseous
systems such as CO^/Ar mixtures, an accurate ultrasonic interferometer was built.
With this apparatus sound velocities may be determined at 83 kc./sec. in the
ranges 0-2 atm. and 20-200°C. The wavelength is measured with the aid of an
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optical Moire fringe device accurate to 10 cm.
Preliminary experiments with CO^-free, dry air indieated that diffraction
and wave-guide effects would have to be taken into account. These effects were
examined using pure inert gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr) whose free-space, plane-wave
velocities were calculated from available thermodynamic and virial data.
A straight line was obtained when the relative increase of observed wavelength
above the calculated free-space, plane-wave wavelength, ( X0x - \ca^c") / \ calc'
X2 p ca c ca cca^c Using this as a calibration curve for the
interferometer, absolute velocities may be estimated reliably to 1 part in 2,000,
or better, in gases with molecular weights greater than 30* Further investi¬
gations were made in two gases with very low velocities: GCIF^ and n - H^q.
A simple model of the interferometer has been treated theoretically using
the method of normal modes of a tubular wave-guide. Numerical results,
calculated on a computer (Deuce), give good agreement with experiment only when
it is assumed that the appropriate boundary conditions at the sides of the
interferometer tube are of the "free-wall" rather than "rigid-wall" type.
Additional theoretical work was done on the temperature dependence of the
translational-vibrational energy transfer. Previous calculations have in
general given unsatisfactory agreement with experiment; in these calculations
the authors have only introduced the effect of attractive forces between the
molecules in an indirect way. In low-energy encounters of polar molecules the
attractive forces may be important and it was therefore decided to investigate
the effect of including them directly. Numerical results have been calculated
for methyl chloride; the temperature dependence of the relaxation time and
second virial coefficient are well established for this gas. It was found
that both the semi-classical and fully quantum mechanical methods gave the
same result, which agrees well with experiment in both absolute magnitude and
temperature dependence.
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1.
IiITRODtfCTIOH.
A gas is a medium which, by virtue of its isotropy,
homogenity, and compressibility, is ideally suited to the
propagation of longitudinal wave motion. Thus sound is
transmitted ttirough air as a series of alternating compressions
and rarefactions. The velocity, v, of a sound wave of
iufinitessimally small amplitude is related to the thermodynamic
properties of the gas through the relations
where p and p are the pressure and density of the gas respect-
lively. It has been establishes experimentally tiiat the
propagation of sound is an adisbatic process, so that*
dp
if [ \ U
For an ideal ?as the relation my be transformed intos
KT ( 1 + H )
where / is the ratio of the specific heats oi' tm . as, Cv is
the molar heat capacity at constant volume, and si the molecular
weight; H is the gas constant and T the absolute temperature.
From this it follows that the measurement of the velocity of
sound in a gas may be used to determine the heat capacity of the
gas.
Another characteristic of wave motion is its periodicity,
"ow the derivation of the above equation for velocity of sound
assumes/
2.
assumes that thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained all ttie
time, i.e. that the wave motion is reversible. ShouId the
cyclic changes in the cas from one thermodynamic state to
another, involve a process which takes a finite time, then at
short periodic times, the changes will become irreversible.
This irreversibility will effectively change the thermodynamic
quantities governing the velocity of sound which will therefore
also change.
To understand these changes it is necessary to go to t:ui
molecular model of t e kinetic theory of uses. The iagxsdiate
effect of an auiab&tic compression in a gas is to raise the
trans lattonal energy of tea gas molecules. in the staple case
of a aonatomic gas this means that the temperature of tire gas
is raised. besides translatioral energy, polyatomic gas
molecules possess energy of vibration (the atoms oscillate about
equilibrium positions within the molecule) and energy of rotation;
the heat capacity is obtained by summing the contributions from
translational, vibrational and rotational degrees of freedoms
C ■ C + C + C
v trans. vib. rot.
Therefore an adiabatic compression of a polyatomic gas raises
immediately only the "translational temperature". Equilibrium
is eventually restored by a redistribution of t tie excess
translations! energy amon st the vibrational and rotational modes.
The reverse process takes place on adiabatic rarefaction.
Transfer of energy between translation and. the other degrees of
freedo takes place in nolecular collisions when the lolscule©
are strongly interacting with each other, (the effect of
radiation is negligible).
The efficiency of the energy transfer process depends on
two factors!
a) The number of collisions per second. iinuer ordinary
experimental/
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experimental conditions only binary collisions are
important, so tliat the efficiency depends directly on
pressure, p .
b) The probability that a quantum of vibrational or rotational
energy will be transferred during a collision.
A quantity f , called the relaxation time, 'is used to
characterize the time dependence of an energy transfer process.
If the temperature of a particular degree of freedom is
perturbed from equilibrium by an amount h"T then its temperature
reverts to the equilibrium value at a rate given bys
d (at) = _ at
T
Trsere is time for complete redistribution of energy in the
aciabatic changes of a sound wave of low frequency anu all
degrees of freedom contribute to the heat capacityi
c - t + c ,, + 0 .
o trans. vib. rot.
At high sound frequencies there is insufiicient time for
energy transfer to vibrational moues. The heat capacity is
effectively reduced to*
c - c,. + c® trans. rot.,
i.e. the vibrational degrees of freedom do not participate in
the acoustic cycle. A plot of v~ vs. log where f is the
sound frequency, shows an inflexion point at a particular
frequency, which is simply related to the translation-vibration
relaxation times
lirf T " -.9.,-?. ^he inflexion point)
C CD
At very high sound frequencies the rotational heat capacity also
relaxes.
Thus the measurement of sound velocity over a range of frequency
yields information on the efficiency of interisolecular energy
transfer.
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The relaxation time of translational-vibrational energy
transfer for simple polyatomic molecules is usually of the oruer
of 1 jas., which means that ultrasound of 100 kc./e. is required
for its study. If the sound is produced electrically the
frequency *aay be measured very accurately by comparing it with
broadcast standards (e.g. B.B.C. Light programmes 200 kc./sec.)
The wavelength of ultrasound may be measured in a Pierce
interferometer, using' a quartz crystal as a source of sound.
The aim of the present research was to develop a very
accurate interferometer in order to investigate the tranolational-
vibrational relaxation of systems such as COJkr,
It became necessary to take into account diffraction and
wave-guide effects. These effects have been examined using air
and inert gas, whose theoretical free-space, plane-wave velocities
may be calculated for comparison from available data, and in gases
of very low velocities (CClFjand n - C^Ii^y).
did1st the interferometer was being built, some calculations
of translational-vibrational energy transfer probabilities in
?sethyl chloride gas were made. This work is reported at the
end of the thesis.
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OBBEtULL ULTRASONIC THEORY.
Velocity of a sound wave.
An expression for the phase velocity of a coapressional
wave propagated in a gas -nay be derived by applying the equations
of motion in the direction normal to the wave-front (an equi-
phase surface). Plane waves and spherical waves are special
cases where the wave-front retains its shapes both have the
same velocity.
Distance x + dx
Displacement




The above diagram represents an element of jas which resides
between x and ( x + dx ) at equilibrium. Due to the
displacement of the sound wave, at time t its boundaries
change to ( x + y ) and ( x+dx+y + ^. dx). Equating
masses in the two states, the equilibrium density po is related
to the density ^ in the disturbed state st time t by:
f. dx p (1 + M- ) dax.




^ ( 1 - ^j\x)
and
dx
- e £m-^ v?7
Row/
Now applying Newton's second law to the element of Gas?
(O dx) . ^ v _ _ ^ p dx
where p is the pressure. /riting
Ip. Ip ,
bx bx
^LV ^ Ajo . .
^ t1" bx1
Thus y satisfies the familiar equation of wave motion?
when
V"y « JL ^y
^xv v* it"
v is the phase velocity, related to the frequency f and
wavelength X by?
v - f X • (1)
The adiabatic hypothesis.
There is conclusive experimental evidence that sound waves
propagate adiabatically (viz?- Richards, 1939)» Therefore?
h if.) • - (Ig. 'j •
hU? /s I ^v/s n
Where V is the molar volume and M the molecular weight of the
gas. Then by Reach's theorem:
ip \ = -V/d_p\.VZi), \$)r K ^
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Y' being the ratio of the specific heats of the gas. For an
ideal as s







C is the molar heat capacity of the gas at constant volume.
The effect of /-as imperfection.
The equation of state of a gas can be expressed as a virial
expansion in pressurei
pV « RT + Bp + Cp2 + .....
where the second virial coefficient 3 describes the deviation
from the ideal gas equation due to the interaction of the
molecules in pairs, the third coefficient C describes the
deviation due to the interaction of triads, etc. Ignoring
coefficients above the second,
pV - RT + Bp,
so that neglecting powers of B above the seoond, us in#-; equation
(2)
" / ( RT + 2Bp )
M
The molar heat capacities of a gas in terras of the ideal gas values
are (Roberts, 1951v»
Gp - G©id T. a'' 3
dT2 '
*1 ij 'J





y' " ^ + °v "" P '** B "
Cvl° - 2 p B« - p T B"
Writing the sound velocity in an ideal gas as:
*
td ■ -A 2-1-
we obtain:
- Y ( 1 + d£) , (4)
"v£







'ten viscosity, or some other dissipative force, produces a
damping, an extra term is required in the fundamental equation,
e.g. when the damping force is proportional to the particle
velocity:
- J- \ + % H.
2
If g is small, g may be neglected and the above equation has
the approximate solution:
y « A exp ( - gt/2 ) exp i 2TTI (t-x/v),
where the effect of the damping occurs as a decay factor.
Alternatively, the solution may be expressed in the form:
exp ( ) exp i w( t - x/v),
where/
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where the eii'ect of the damping occurs as an attenuation, the
amplitude attenuation coefficient being
o( - _JL.
2v
w is the cyclic frequency 2 r f.
Another way of taking absolution Into account is to use a
complex velocity:
v « v - iv. ,
c r i '
vmen the solution of the wave equation is:
y » A exp iw ( t - x/vc ) »
c.f. y A exp ( -s(x) exp i«r ( t - x/y)*
whence = - wv. , \2
pA 1 , v - ( v )c




1 - i/ v/w
2
For weak absorption, v^ is small and rjay be neglected(c.f. the neglect of g above) so that v vr
The formula
v - vr ( 1 + ^vr2 / w2 ) (6)
gives the change in phase velocity due to absorption.
The "classical absorption" of a gas due to viscosity rp
and thermal conductivity )j is usually small:
^ , - AjC ( ± 0 * )A_L 2L ir
Vptr 1 3 K
The value of the quantity oC,/f2 at 20°C. and 1 ata. for air
—-1?— -1 2 —7—
is 1.37 x 10 cm. sec. , so that at a frequency of 100 kc./sec.
-3 -1




ne ;li dole ( ca. 1 part in 10 ' ).
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A complex velocity is mathematically useful in dealing
with (^>j> )^)s » which is generally expressed as a, complex
quantity in relaxation theory (vizi- next section). Let
/cij> /^)s » A - IB
Put " vc = Vr " i2vrvi " Vi
2
hence for weak absorption, when v. may be neglected, equating
real and i imaginary parts and using equations (5)
V2 - A (7)




In a relaxation phenomenon, there are two systems,
spatially superimposed on each other, at different temperatures.
At constant volume, an ini'injtessimlly small change in entropy
is given by:
d S ^ d U' + d U" 5
T' T"
(where the prime and double prime are used to distinguish the
two systems).
If the system is a closed one:
otU ^ ollA' -+ o( U " - 0.
Therefore
d S = (J_ I ) = d\)d T"-T'
d~t dt [ T1 T" ) dt T%




for an irreversible process. He was able to shaw, on the basic
of microscopic reversibility (symmetry- of molecular equations
of motion) that the "force" 3L produces a change in the "flux"
J. according as the relation:
1
*-l
choosing T" - T' a3 the force and du1 = - du"
O p
T dt ct
as the "flux", we may write a p he nomeno1o; ci c&1 equation:
{5 ii®
— • L. T" - T1
dt t2
which is usually written:
dT' - 1 ( T" - T' )
dt r
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y has ttw dimension of time and is called the relaxation time.
If AT', AT" are the deviations of T1, T" from equilibrium:
A IbT') ^ J_ /AT" - AT')
olt r
When the second system remains at equilibrium, and:
<1 (AT1) » __ AT1
<\t -T ^
Unless the frequency is veiy high, the tra relational temperature
of gas molecules follows synchronously the adiabatic compressions
and rarefactions of a propagating sound wave. fhe vibrational
and rotational temperatures are only indirectly affected and so
relaxation may be expected for the transfer of energy to these
degrees of freedom. For an impressed periodic disturbance y
of a sound wave, the temperature of an "indirect degree of
freedom" expressed as:
~T1 ■=. T ' -+- AT"'
° 3
where f is the mean teooerature. Since the variation of
o
T1 must be periodic am of the same cyclic frequency w as the
J
sound wave:
&TJ ^ A-,- txp (iwt)
When the frequency of the sound wave is high enough for relaxation
to be significant in this particular degree of freedom,
application of equation (8) gives
d (AT') = AT' - AT'
4t r





'Jince the relation between a temperature change of a degree of
freedom teat capacity is a linear one, the relaxation
may be expressed in terms of the heat capacity:
C = G'VoV W V o —
1 f LV< Y
where C'vw is the effective heat capacity of this particular
i
degree of freedom at the frequency w and C is the heat
capacity at zero frequency. If just one degree offreedom
exhibits relaxation, the total heat capacity is given by:
cw - + c. - c ^
I * iwr hh
where is the total heat capacity at zero frequency and C^




Substituting for the effective Cy in equation (3) and
using relation (7) the phase velocity at cyclic frequency w is
given by»
V* - H| (i.E. Cn . 0m -2 -T 2 ) {u)
c2 ♦ c2 »2 r 2
O 00 1 '
The forn of the frequency dependence of the pirnse velocity for an
ideal gas is shown in fig* 1 . The curve has an inflexion at
Winf " i Co (12)
r c
00
The velocities at low and high frequencies are given respectively
by»
Vo " lF( 1 + & ) .
C
V" - RT / . u *00 —r ( 1 + K ) .M
C
<30
Kxperiiaental velocities are reduced to the ideal us values uaing
equation (4) before plotting the dispersion curve to measure T .
The limiting velocities, which may be calculated from tiie
thermodynamic or spectroscopic data, afford a check on the
experiment, e*g* gas purity. Since binary molecular collisions
are responsible for the energy transfer process, changes in
pressure are complementary to changes in frequency as far as
relaxation is concerned. Hence the dispersion curve may be
obtained as a plot of log f/p vs. V (fig* l).
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Anomalous absorption.
The absorption coefficient due to relaxation is obtained
through relation (u)j
, w Y h Ce( « W __ V
*rq p p
w (it + C ) C + w y (K +C ) C0 0 * CD <SD
The graph (fig, 1) of * vs. log w shows a maximum at:




Even the strong absorption in a dispersdon region is hardly
sufficient to affect the phase velocity appreciably. For
example, in the vibrational relaxation of COgi
^ . » 1.00 db. per wavelength (Fricke, 1940)
w « 13.6 rad./sec.
ax '
and V =■ 274 tr/sec. (Leonard, 1940)
The ohange in velocity from equation (6) amounts to 3 parts in
10,000, CQg is an extreme example because the absorption peak
occurs at only 20 kc./sec.
Vibrational relaxation.
Even though polyatomic molecules possess several different
vibrational modes, it is usual for the dispersion curve to nave
the characteristics of just a single relaxation process with
relaxation time Y * This indicates that a particular mode
is capable of transferring energy mere easily than the rest and
that energy is able to flow from this mode into the otters by
intramolecular orocesses which are relatively fast. The latter
icapliesa strong coupling of enharmonic oscillators in a model
of the molecule. The mode responsible for vibrational-trane-
ilatlonal ener y transfer is narraally the one with smallest
energy/
16.
energy quanta. The relaxation tine resulting iron this system
is related to the relaxation time of the easily excited mode, |
by the equation*
4 ■ Cy - T
=„ (12J
where C*v is the heat capacity of the single degree of freedom
and Cy is the total vibrational heat capacity.
Fief. 2. Tke. Pierce irvt'erfe.-romeTer.
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THE ULXhASOaiC XHmKJKOakTkh.
Essentially, an ultrasonic interferometer consists of an
ultrasonic transducer with a plane face vibrating at a constant,
known frequency and a reflector plate mounted socially parallel to
it. Ike reflector can be moved towards or away from the
transducer, its movements causing a series of resonance and
anti-resonance conditions in the gas column, fig. 2. In the
first apparatus Pierce (1925) used a vibrating quartz crystal.
The variations in the plate current of the valve circuit (fig. 2),
used to sustain the piezo-electric oscillations, gave a measure
of the reactance of the gas column on the crystal face, fig. 2 .
Pielemeier (1929» 1932) lias shown that the reflector positions
for which there are standing waves are these for wiiich the plate
current is a maximum: the distance between successive reflection
peak's is equal to the half-wavelength of trie ultrasound generated
in the gas. hardy (1943) has carried out a thorough theoretical
analysis of this experimentally simple system.
Acoustic theory.
If we suppose that only plane waves are generated in the
interforoaeter, then the acoustic impedance per unit are;, of .as
column at the face of the transducer is tlie same as that of a
one-dimensional odel along the z-axis (Vigoureux, 1952)»
Z = igw . 1 + exp (-i2kl - 2 * i - ^ ) .
ikK 1 - exp (-i2kl - 2 A1 - f- )
where k is the propagation constant of the waves, litJX , and
£ is the reflection absorption coefficient. /hen the absorption
coefficient d of the gas is small compared with k :
Z _
^ p- 1 + exo ( - i2kl - 2<tl - $ )
1 - exp ( - i2kl - 2ki - f>)
As J is varied, b goes through a series of minimat
V
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ZFain - £ V 1 - exp ( - 2 J. 1 - fl ,
1 4- 3Xp (-2X1 -p)
2 kl = (Zn - 1)-tT , a - 1,2
arid a series of naxisaa t
Zaax = f 7 1 * 0X0 ^ " 2 7 1 ^
1 - exp ( -2x1 - £)
2 k 1 « 2 «rr , a « 1,2
These stationary Z's are purely resistive. The maxima are
sharp peaks, whose heights are proportional to coth (d 1 +- ejZ
lectrical theory.
In an ultrasonic interferometer where the transducer controls
t ,e frequency (as in the Pierce oscillator) there is a small
cyclic change in frequency as the reflector raoves away from tiie
transducer (Norton, 1935)? the -as column reacting on trie face
of the transducer changes the electric characteristics of the
transducer and affects its natural frequency* -'he reactance of
the :-bs column changes radically as the reflector passes through
successive positions of resonance. Therefore it is better to
drive the transducer as a resonator when the frequency may oe
kept constant independently* This also facilitates the
selection of a oarticul&r node of vibration of the crystal from
the multiplicity around the natural frequency.
The operation of an electric circuit containiaj a transducer
may be understood in terms of' the equivalent electric circuit
of the transducer. Van Dyke (1925) determined the equivalent
electric circuit of a piezs-electric quartz crystal, fig. 3.
The resonant frequency of the crystal is given by«
The electric impedance due to the gas column reacting on the
transducer is









Accepror circuit a-nd crystal cr&vasse
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where 2 is the acoustic impedance per unit area of the gas
column at the transducer, A is the surface area of the
transducer and Ct is the electric coupling constant.
'Foe ciian^es in acoustic reaction on a piezo-elcctric quarts
crystal say be detected electrically in several wayss
1. Acceptor circuit.
Dye (1926), in a fundamental paper on piezo-electric quartz
resonators, discussed the circuit shown in fig. 4. fhe circuit
my he reaaily tuned to the resonant frequency of the crystal,
(when the current i actually flowing iri the quartz circuit is
in phase with the voltage applied across the terminals). The
current I shows a sharp minimum, called a dip or crevasse, at
the resonant frequency of the crystal (fig. 4)» and the value of
C• may be varied until the crevasse occurs symmetrically in the
broad resonance oeak of the L - C circuit. /hen the circuit
is thus tuneds
+ 1 + 1 « 0,
iwc iw(C»+C )o
iwL' + 1
iw(C'+C ) " *c'
so that* ,,
I « o
H«+ l/w2(Co+C« f (R + a* )
axiaa in Z1 (which are purely resistive) are reflected by
maxima in I.
2. Re.jector circuit.
In this circuit (fig. 5) I shows a sharp peak in the broad
resonance minimum of the L' - C'circuit (tuned to the resonant
frequency of the quartz crystal) at the resorsant frequency of the
crystal. Tuning is facilitated by lookirur at the circulatory
current i which is a maximum at resonances C is adjusted
to rive a maximum at the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal.
When/
20.
When the circuit is thus tuned:
so that s
iwL' + 1 = 0 ,
i»(Co+C«)





r + R (R+2)/(R +li+ .)o o ' o
where K = L'
o
(c« + c ; a*o
If Eo ^ 2,
E
o
r + E + Z
o
This time, maxima in Z are reflected by minima in I.
3» Admittance bridge.
Bell (1953) h&s developed an admittance bridge: changes in




t-i^. 6. Block diag-ra.ro of frequency meaisufew\ent a^pa."ra.ias.
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Frecueac.y tmsur *»-act nt.
The frequency of vibration of the inter!eroraeter ou&rtz
crystal was monitored throughout an experiment by como&ria; it
with a standard crystal of nearly the ©a rse resonant frequency,
"fhi© standard crystal was used to control the frequency oi w
secondary oscillator} the whole unit was housed in a therroally
insulated box. The beat froa the valves served to maintain trie
tempersture at about 33 °C. with a constancy of 0.1'o. during an
experiment*
Edinburgh 0 servetary kiaul - measured the standard frequency
to 1 part in 10°, ft,-. 7.
The standard oscillator was set to beat against the
oscillation© applied to the interferometer crystal am the
res -iltant low frequency was set to beat a .ainst a variable low
frequency oscillator} the result was displayed on a tannic eye.
The low frequency oscillator was adjusted to ive zero flicker
on the ma ;ic eye. bince the low frequency oscillator was
calibrated to on absolute accuracy of 1 o/sec.t the absolute
frequency of the interferometer crystal during an experiment was
known to better than 1 part in 50,000. The system was seen to
6
be stable to at leant 1 pert in 10" over a period Ion enou h to
take a readin .
& block diagram of the system is shown in fly . C,
3 383 to 6S"
Frequency, f c.^sec.
7o
Fi0. "7. j~r<?qucncy caJ.iiofa.ti on o'r sTa.rida.rc crystal
8. it D. s-ctoss c-rysta.1 &.£. a. function oi~ £a /rejector circuit j
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Design of the instru.ment.
The aim was to build an interferometer to operate in the
region of 100 kc./sec. at 0-2 atra. pressure and 20 - 2G0°C.
using a small amount of gas, and to measure wavelength to an
accuracy of 1 part in 20,000.
A device was obtained from Perranti Ltd, which was capable
of measuring linear traverses of up to 2 cm. with an accuracy
-5
of 10 ' cm. In t'uis device two optical gratings are aligned
so as to produce oire fringes from a collioated light beam.
A lateral shift of one grating with respect to the other causes
a displacement of the fringes; the fringes are counted as they
move past a photoelectric head and trie total displayed on a
linear read-out. The system is arranged so that each count
corresponds to a shift of one micron. Tent lis oi a micron are
interpolated on a cathode ray tube whose spot moves round an
engraved cursor. echanical vibrations of the system also
show up ort the cathode ray tube. The accuracy of the measurement
depends on the gratings» these were ruled by the National
Physical Laboratory and guaranteed accurate to 10"v cm. A
check was made in situ with a micrometer screw gauge: tne
-5
maximum discrepancy was 7 x 10 - cm. over 2 cm.
The interferometer is shown diagrammatic&lly in fig. 9»
The transducer is an X - cut, piezo-electric quarts crystal,
supplied by Brookes Crystals Ltd. The crystal, a cylinder
1 inch in diameter, has a circumferential groove in its medial,
nodal plane and it is held by three pins with Teilon tips, which
rest in the groove. The pins are mounted in a metal ring and
one of them in spring loaded so as to hold the crystal securely
but without danger of cracking it. The ends of the crystal are
coated with gold (by evaporation) to serve as electrodes. The
gold is extended down the side as a stripe for a short distance
from each end and wires are attached by Bevcon (a metal putty)
to the stripes. This arrangement relieves the feces of the
crystal/


























crystal of any irregularities which might affect the sound field
in front of t he crystal. The wire to the upper face of the
crystal is taken to earth (the mounting ring), whilst the wire
to the lower face is anchored to aa iuuulated tag on the mounting
ring and is lead thence out of the vessel via an insulated sleeve.
Earthing the upper face eliminates changes in capacitive effects
when the reflector moves. The metal mounting rin - is suspended
on three adjusting screws so that the crystal may he levelled
with respect to the reflector.
The polished stainless steel reflector, in. in diameter,
is fixed to the end of a stuinlesa steel tube, which moves up and
down in two ball bushings. The tube is guided into the vessel
by a Teflon bush. A Hydroflex braes bellows allows the tube
to move in and out of the vessel whilst keeping the vessel
as-tight. Vertical drive for the tube is provided by a worm
and nut. The worm has a pitch of 6 turns per inch and is rotated
through a worm and wheel reduction gear by & reversible electric
motor at a speed which moves the nut at l/5Gth inch per minute.
Fine control is obtained with aicroswitches. ilieroswitches
are also arranged to atop the motor automatically when the
reflector reaches either end of its 2 era. traverse. The motor
is mounted on the wall and its shaft connected via a rubber tube
to reduce vibration.
ovenent of the reflector is transmitted by an invar rod,
resting at the foot of fee drive tube, to the slider of the
measuring device. The slider moves under the constant load of
its own weight. The invar rod extends into the thermostat so
that the temperature gradient from the vessel to t lie measuring
device will have negligible effect.
-5
: easureraent to 10 cm. requires mechanical stability of a
high order. To reduce vibration the apparatus is mounted on a
half-inch steel plate resting on two brick piers in the basement
of the building. The room is also thermostatted at 21°C. to
reduce/
reduce thermal effects.
The cylindrical, stainless steel gas vessel is suspended
below the plate on three rods. The lower part of t he vessel
may be removed to expose tile crystal assembly. The latter is
situated at the bottom of a 1& inch long, inch diameter tube,
along which the reflector moves. A £ inch steel tube leads via
a valve to the gas handling system. The total volume of the
vessel is about 50 cc. In order to allow measurements with the
reflector at extended distances from tiie crystal face the crystal
mounting may be lowered on its adjustment screws. This
necessitates the insertion of a stainless steel collar between
the two parte of the gas vessel. Rubber O-rings seal tins
vessel when the parts are bolted together.
A thermally insulated hath of silicone oil is supported
from pulleys on the plate and counterbalanced by lead weights.
The oil is thermostatted by means of an immersion heater connected
to a hard valve relay operated by a toluene regulator.
Auxillisry heating is provided by mica elements under the bath.
%
The bath may be raised to cover trie gas vessel. A stirrer is
mounted on the wall. The temperature of the bath was taken with
a thermometer calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory to
0.01 \j. The temperature stability of t he bath v/as better than
0,05°C • during the course of an experiment.
25-
ThgL gea handling system.*
The general wnw^wnt of trie apparatus is a© snown in
ft.. 1 . .*.* a jaratus consists of a pooping eystaa and
vacuum line, to wnioW are ooaaccteo a collection of gas storey®
globes with frcaso-out traps, a Topier poap, a aiatillatioa line,
e U-tube mercury nano aster, ft {'''Irani vacuus gauge, several
subsidiary g-ere- ry .maoaefcers to indicate roughly tm pressure
In tuelr r spoctfve parts of the apparatus, and an air purifieat-on
train* ?tie Interferoaeter Is also oo-mecteii via a jlt-at spiral
which protects the glass-ewtal seal froa undue strain due to
b'serval expansion* The apparatus <aay t« evacuated by u ;lar>s,
aeroury diffusion pump, >aoked by a rotary oil puiap or an
evacuated 5 litre globe. A liquid nitrogen trap, between the
oums and t' e vaouua line, prevents i^rcury v> pour passing into
t!rr air-aratus and protects the oil pump from condensifele vapours.
The glassware is clamped to a metal ."rid* !>yrex rla-ise ie




;rwo separate electronic units were built for the interfero-
imeters one based on the acceptor circuit arc the other on the
rejector circuit. Both units ware fed from a stabilized power
pack. Simplified circuit diagrams are shown in fig. 11.
1. Acceptor circuit.
A cathode-coupled Colpitts oscillator is loosely coupled
through a buffer amplifier to the crystal circuit. The frequency
range is 3° - 5^0 kc./sec. Current I in the tuned circuit is
detected by induction, amplified, rectified and displayed on a
ndcroammeter of variable sensitivity.
The power from the oscillator is variable and Voltage across
the crystal may be crudely measured by a valve voltmeter,
however, the valve voltmeter afiects the crystal circuit so such
at crystal resonance, that it is best to take readings just off
tune at the maxima A or B (fig. 4/ io order to examine











































A siiailar oscillator, designed to give frequencies in the
regioi of 05 kc./aee. only, is connected via a cathode follower
as a low impedance source of E. .J\, K » 0.1 to 10 volts.
The voltage across the crystal at resonance vs. E is shown in
fig. 8, (measured with an Airmec valve volt leter). The
circulating current i in the tuned L' - C' circuit is detected
by induction and displayed on a magic eye. Current I is also
detected by induction! the signal is amplified and partly
backed off in order to detect 3mil changes by means of a



















Dry, CO,,-£ree air was prepared by drawing atmospheric air
slowly tlirough*
(i) an almost saturated aqueous solution of potassium
hydroxide, to remove 00^.
(ii) a glaes-wool spray trap.
(iii) concentrated sulphuric acid, to re ,ove water vapour.
(iv) another spray trap
(v) two tubes of Sofnolite to remove last traces of CCf,.
(vi) two tubes of fused calcium chloride, to remove more
water vapour.
(vii) two tubes of phosphorus pentoxide dispersed on glass
wool, to complete the drying ( <C 2.10 ^ mg./l. at 25^0
2, Inert gases.
I4 litre samples of "spectrally pure" helium, Neon and Argon
were obtained in sealed globes from the British Oxygen Company.
Their specifications are listed belowt
Has 100; He, 2 v.p.m. 00^, 4 v.p.m. 0^
Ne» 99• 9?' He, 0.1? He, 2 v.p.m. 0 9 1 v.p.a. H .
jiTt 100? Ar, 1 v.p.m. 00^ 2 v.p.sa. Og.
A 1,, litre sample of Krypton containing Nenon as the only
impurity was also obtained from the B.O.C.
3 . Norma,! butane.
n - C4JI10 was introduced into the apparatus directly from
a cylinder supplied by B.P. The purity was only 99?
4 • C hlorotrifluororaet hane.
Ccl?j (Arcton 13) was introduced directly into the apparatus
from a cylinder supplied by I.C.I. The purity was not quoted.
29.
Sxperiraental procedure.
1. Leva 11 in;- tho crystal*
The interferometer crystal was levelleu with respect to trie
reflector "by adjusting the three screws supporting the mounting
ring, until the height of the first reflection peak in open air
was a maximum. This was a trial and error procedurei each
adjustment was followed by a movement of the reflector through
the reflection peak to observe the height.
2» Preparation of the interferometer.
After replacing the bottom of the interseroseter, the metal
G
vessel was degassed by heating in an isooantle to about 200 C.
and pumping* After 24 hours the system held a vacuum of 1 p Hg«
for 1 hr.
The isomantle was then removed and the thermostat bath raised
into position around the vessel. The apparatus was left over-
might to reach temperature equilibrium.
3. Introduction of gas.
Gas was admitted to the interferometer and U-tube mercury
manometer via tap ?. Air was let slowly into the vacuum line
through the purification train until the required pressure (up to
1 atai.) wa3 attained. Tap T and valve V sere closed. At
the end at a series of experiments on air, trie apparatus was
thoroughly evacuated for two days.
The other gases were admitted from the storage globes, when
the maximum pressure attained was a little below 1 atn. The
ases were returned to their respective globes at the end of a
series of experiments by freezing out in liquid nitrogen (Ar, Xr,
n - e^E^) or by using the Top lex* pump (he, we,CClf j,).
4. Acceptor circuit electronics.
The/
ReflectoV position ^microns^
ri-p'. 12. iypicai fePUcrion pea.k (zeee^o-c circuit)
30.
The unit was switched on and left to warm up for several
hours. A suitable power and sensitivity were selected. after
roughly tuning the cirouit to the crystal dip, the interferometer
reflector was moved to a position approximately aid-way between
two reflection peaks, and the off-tune crystal volts were
measured by the valve voltmeter. This voltage was recorded ss
an indication of the oscillator power. The circuit was are tuned
accurately. The low frequency oscillator was adjusted to give
zero flicker on the magic eye and the dial reading of tiiis
oscillator was noted i this dial was not aoved a a in. during an
experiment.
5. Measurement of reflection peaks.
The reflector was returned to one end of its traverse and
the ferranti distance counter zeroed. The temperatures of the
room, standard oscillator, and interferoraeter thermostat were
recorded. After roughly locating the first peak as trie
reflector was moved on, the top of the peak was examined in detail.
At 4fA intervals the reflector was stopped, the frequency of the
drive oscillator adjusted to give zero flicker on the magic eye,
and the aicroatameter and distance readings recorded. A typical
crest is shown in fig. 12. (Over some parts of the reflector
traverse, there was some "run-on" after the reflector motor was
switched off. However, this was never serious enough to prevent
the location of a peak in the way described). The rest of tiie
reflection peaks were examined similarly. The temperatures of
the room, standard oscillator end interferometer thermostat were
recorded at the end of the run. A coraplete entry in the
laboratory book for experiment A2 is given in the results section.
6. Rejector circuit electronics.
A definite value of Ep was selected and the gain and
backing-off arranged to give a suitably large deflection on trie
microsaraeter./
31.
raicroassmeter. The ^icroarameter was put on low sensitivity at
first to protect it from excessive currents. ith this unit
the crystal .yave s.u inverted crevasse at its resonant frequency
and reflections in the interferometer produced sharp dips.
Accurate tuning was again carried out in oetwcen two reflections
and the reflection dips ware measured in the same way as wars the
peaks in the previous electronics. A typical reflection dip is
shown in fig. 13 •
Calculation of results.
1. Apparent wavelength.
The positions of all reflection peaks (or uips) were
located on graphs by inspection, (viz*- figs. 12,13), the
distance values tabulated. Since the zero of the Ferranti
measuring unit was arbitrary, only relative positions could be
compared. Intervals between successive reflection peaks gave the
apparent half-wave lenrth. The raph of these intervals vs.
ordinal number was plotted and the root mean square deviation
calculated. The aean wavelength was taken as 2x the arith¬
metic mean of the intervals.
2* Frequency.
The frequency of trie vibration of the quartz crystal in the
interferometer was given byi
f - (frequency of standard) - (dial reading of low
frequency oscillator).
The standard frequency was read from the calibration graph
(fig. 7) at the appropriate standard crystal temperature.
3« Velocity.
Velocity was calculated from the formula (l)s
v « f X •
4* Comparison with thecry.
The experimentally observed velocities were compared with
theoretical values for CO^-free, dry air and the inert gases.
Experimental velocities were corrected to 30°C. using the relation:
v2 oc T.
Theoretical velocities were corrected to the pressure used in
the experiment using the relation (4):
v - v ( 1 + Sp/RT ).
Experimental/
33.
Experimental and theoretical wavelengths were then
calculated for the frequency 83»780 c./sec., using the relationi
A - v/f,
and the graph of relative error in wavelength, —>vs.
square of theoretical wavelength, , plotted, (fig. 22).
34-
TH&Qt'LsTICAL *uLGCmnk>.
1. CO^-free, dry air.
The composition of air was taken from the data of fCeenan
and Kaye (1945)» viz. Table 1. This data leads to a value of
the molecular weight of CO^-free, dry air,
M.W. - 28.970
The ideal molar heat capacities, at constant pressure, of
oxygen and nitrogen were calculated from the spectroscopic data
of Johnston and alker (1933) and Johnston and Davies (1934)
respectively, using
H ■ 1.9865 cal. (15^)/mole.
These values, together with the values calculated from the® for
C0_-free, dry air of t Vie above composition, are given in Table 2.
id(The value for argon was taken as » 5^/2).
Ideal sound velocities were then calculated at five degree
intervals in temperature using the equations»
- AT/11,
1 + K/(Cia - R).
P
For the calculation of the effect of gas imperfection, the viriul
data of Holborn and Otto (1925) were used. The results are iven
in Table 5.
Tilton (1934) estimates that there is a day to day variation
of about 1 part in 1,000 in the density of air. A minimum in
density is observed soon after a barometric maximum. He
attributes the erfact to isotopic changes in the upper atmosphere
and subsequent mixing. Thus the velocity of sound in CO^-free,




















0 6.992 6.958 6.945 1.4007
30 7.023 6.960 6.954 1.4000
45 7.049 6.963 6.961 1.3996
60 7.072 6.966 6.969 1.3989
75 7.096 6,969 6.976 1.3982
56.
Table 5«

















0 I.4007 53158 -13.5 +27.4 -8.99 22
;
33145
5 I.4006 33458 -12.5 +26.9 -8.99 23 33446
10 I.4005 33737 -11.5 +26.5 -8.98 26 33746
15 I.4004 34032 -10.5 +25.9 -8.99 27 34041
20 I.4003 34325 - 9.5 +25.3 -8.98 28 34335
25.- 1.4002 34615 - 8.5 +24.7 -8.88 29 54625
30 I.4000 34901 - 6.8 +23.8 -8.86 30 34911
55 1.5999 55137 - 6.5 +23.3 -8.84 31 55198
40 1.5997 35468 - 5.6 +22.8 -8.79 32 3547 9
45 1.5996 35749 - 4.2 +22.2 -8.73 35 35761
c - 2.5
p « 1 atra.
37.
2. The inert m&es.






and Y was taken as 1.66667.
The following sources of virial data were used:
He, Ne, Ar Holborn and Otto (1925)
Kr, Xe Beattie et al. (1952 and 1951)
The results are given in the succeeding tables} the
virial correction refers to atmospheric pressure.
A correction for / Xe in the Kr sample was made
by calculating an "apparent" molecular weight,
M.W. » 84.057
At 50°C. the ideal velooity of sound in the sample is then:
Vid m 22358 ccu/sec.
The virial correction factor was assumed to be the 3eme as that
for pure Kr. So at 30°C. and 1 atsu :
v « 22379 ca./sec.
A similar correction was made for t be 0.1/ He in the We
sample,
H.W. - 20.167
At 30°C. the ideal velocity of sound in the sample is then:
^id " 45641 cm./sec.
The virial correction factor was assumed to be the same as that
for pure He. So at 50°C. and 1 ata.:
v ■» 45660 cm./sec.
38.
'"able v.

















°c 9. /M9SL„ cc/f-ole cc/aale: cc/mle *105 C^f&BQ cVoec
0 97249
•' -"i
+11.05 -0.42 p-•01 49.4 48 97201
15 99983 + 11,81 -0.55 -0.30 46.2 46 99037 j
30 1 24-50 +11.76 .*0,68 -0.30 43,0 44 102406
45 1 4954 +11.71 -0.80 -0.35 40.5 43 I.49II
60 107399 +11.65 -0.91 —0.2 '•) j 38,2 41 107356





p ® 1 aia.
fable 5.













































































p - 1 ato.
39.
Table 0.




















0 30784 -22.1 +47.0 -21.2
'
16.5 9 30779
15 3i6ia -IB.2 +43.4 -21.6 14.0 5 51613
30 32430 -15.0 +33.2 -21.9 5-2 2 32428
45 33223 -11. +36.7 -21.3 13.a 33220








p - 1 at".
Table 7.












°c ca/eeo co/ sole cc/aol© cc/oole xlQ^ c^oec oVace ;
0 21253
"J ' -
-60.5 +04.1 + 3.5 121 26 212-79 j
15 21029 -54.0 +73.9 + 3.4 120 26 21055
50 22390 -47.7 +74*4 + 3.5 120 27 22417
45 22937 —42.4 +69.0 + 3.2 lib 27 122964
6 ) 23471 -37.6 +65.5 + 3.2 114 27 23498
75 25 94 -33.5 +6.1.7 * 3.1 110 26 24020
c » 1.5
p « 1 ata.
40.
KXPIAtlMhNTAh it-SULTO.
The experimental results fall into two parts:
A. Measurements using the acceptor circuit electronics.
In this series of experiments the crystal was arranged to he
almost touching the reflector when the latter was at the bottom
of its traverse. The valve voltmeter was not introduced lintil
the effect of power was examined in experiment A 4 •
B. easureraents using the rejector circuit electronics.
In this series of experiments the depth of the gas vessel was
extended by means of the collar and the crystal lowered by
ca. i cm. Thus, in the case of air, the first reflection dip
corresponded to the third nodal position in front of the crystal.
The reflection peaks (dips) ere numbered starting from the
one with the reflector nearest the crystal.
Sxp. Al. Jxataination of the first reflection peak in Clu-i'ree,
dry air.
An extended examination was made of the first reflection
peak in CO^-free, dry air, after levelling the crystal. The
satellite peak was most pronounced on this first peak. The
results are given in Table 8, and the plot of ammeter reading




Reflector going UP .
_J ! —I 1 I L_
100 100 300
"Reflector i>os'i+ioo 1 cm. x \0^
Fi (^. 4-a. "The. £ir&t refkcTior. peak (i* Pc).
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r i At b. TKe. f ire>t pea-.l< ^ De uce caJc.j
tSe f Icd'ov" posifio^^ £A\. x io4"
/arfitr ars/ zeroy zero j
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Table




























3.7 202.5 10.6 301.5 19.2 377.6 7.0 436.2
3.9 209.5 11.5 308.6 16.4 332.5 7.0 436.5
4.0 225.1 13.9 316.9 13.4 387.5 6.9 442.4
4.2 253.4 18.8 331.9 11.0 394.4 5.7 448.6
4.9 246.9 20.9 339.9 7.8 400.2 4.4 455.5
5.7 247.3 22.5 546.7 5.9 406.9 3.4 463.3
6.1 267.1 23.2 554.9 5.0 417.6 2.9 470.4
7.1 270.7 25.9 562.4 5.2 423.3 2.1 481.4




£xp. a2» Jacaaination oi" reflection peaks la dO^-free. dry air*
?i» ooasplet© entry in the laboratory note-book is
given below for tide experiment. In a circle ran, using CO^-lree,
dry air, peaks 1-0 (inclusive) were located. ?m obeervationo
are given in "Table 9. 'i'ne -oeitiotis of tbe reflection peaks
are collected in Table 10, together with the intervals between
success ve peaks (apparent ball-wavelengths) and the deviations
of these intervale from the aean value. The deviation vs.
ordinal nuaber is einwn graphically in fig. 15*
At becloning of experiment. At end ol experiment.
Rooa
temperature 20*7^0. • 20#8°C.
Standard oryetal
ten*oeratur© 34 *0 0* 34*0 C.
Tnterferosjeter
te^erature 29*38 C. 29.42 C.
Kefloctor -joing iiP
Pressure 737 ®a* %*
Frequency difference 49 c./s©c.
?he apparent velocity is compared with the theoretical value.
can temperature 29*40°C.
Frequency 03,78? c./sec.
dean tealf-vavolength 0*20936 cm.
Velocity (corrected
to 30 C.) 35132 cab/seo*
'Theoretical velocity 34911 oa*/a«©.
Difference in velocity 0,6yf
43-
Table 9.
Results of Experiment A 2.











29.1 417.2 2nd peak 27.0 2518.1
29.7 419.3 27.7 2520.6
30.6 423.4 23.3 2523.6
31.1 423.6 29.2 2527.2
31.9 428.4 29.9 2531.4
32.2 430.9 29.9 2533.7
32.0 439.5 29.4 2537.0
31.7 437.6 28.9 2538.7
30.0 441.2 27.6 2543.4
29.1 443.0 25.9 2546.6
1st sate Hit* 11.9 493.2 2nd satellite 6.4 2651.6
12.3 496.0 6.7 2653.5
13.4 499.8 6.8 2655,2
13.9 501.8 7.0 2659.9
13.8 505.0 6.8 2665,6
13.9 507.2 6.4 2668.5
13.4 509.5 6,4 2670,9
13.1 5H.8 6.2 2675.8
12.3 514.8 5.8 2677.3
11.8 516.7 5.6 2680.5
3rd peak 23.1 46O8.O 5th peak 22.5 8805.7
24.0 46H.6 22.9 8808.5
24.9 4614.9 23.7 8812.2
26.1 2620.2 24.1 8815.9
27.0 4623.5 24.8 8819.5
27.8 4628.7 25.O 8823.7
27.6 4633.1 24.6 8826.0
27.0 4637.2 24.2 8629.4
25.9 464O.8 23.4 6032.5







































































2099.7 + 5.2 1
2 2532.7
,
■ 2099.2 + 4.7 2
5 4650.5
2097.8 + 3.3 3
4 672' .7
2093.0 - 1.5 4
5 8822.7
2093.0 - 1.5 5
6 10915.7
















Ext?. -A 5. To check the reproducibility ol results.
A series of runs was done using the same sample of COg-free,
dry air at the same temperature and pressure. Only reflection
peaks 3, 4, 6 and 7 were located. The apparent half-wave-
siengths arc given in Table 11 (the interval between peaks 4 and
6 is divided by two for this purpose).
Temperature 29»34°0«
Pressure 736 mm. Kg.
Frequency 63t7®7 c./sec.
The averages of the measured half-wavelengths arret
3 2090.2 i:10~^cm.
4/5 2092.9 zlO ^ cm.
6 2096.6 „ -4xlO cm.
Table 11,
Half-wavelengths in Uxperi mailt a 3.
Reflector going UP Reflector going NOtfN
r—• —■ -
Peak Reflector posn. t-wavelength Reflector posn. 2-wavelength Interval










































Kxo. k 4« The ell act of crystal power.
A series of runs was done, using the saue sa. sple oi CO,-free,
dry air, changing the power supplied to the crystal* The
off-resonance crystal voltage (see above) was recorded for each
run. Reflection peaks 1-7 (inclusive) were located. The
experimental conditions and the apparent half-wavelengths (intervals
between successive reflection peaks) are given in Table 12. The
mean velocities (corrected to 30°C.), to-ether with the root aean
squar: deviation in the half-wavelength values, are collected in
Table Ip.















2 10499.7 Reflector going DCWN
2094.7 +0,6 Temperature 29.33°C.
3 8405.0 Pressure 719 nia.Hg.













2 1092.2 Reflector going UP
2094.5 +0.1 Temperature 29.43°c.
3 3186.7 Pressure 730 01KX.%.




















xlO cm. xlQ'; cm.
mean.
X 104 cm.
2 11505.7 Reflector going DOWN
2094.7 +0.5 Temperature 29.44°c.
3 9411.0 Pressure 720 am. %.
2095.5 + 1.3 Frequency 83,737 c./s^c
4 7315.5 Crystal voltage 35 7.
2092.0 -2.2
Mean half-






2 1046.3 Reflector going UP
2096.5 + 1.8 Tempera ture 29.45°C.
3 3142.8 Pressure 729 ma. hg«
2095.7 +1.0 Frequency 83,766 c./sec
4 5239.5 Crystal voltage 47 V.
2092.2 -2.5
Mean half-


















2 11519.4 Heflector going DOtfH
2097.6 +2.9 Temperature 29.46°C.
3 9421.0 Pre osure 722 mm. Hg.
2096.1 +1.4 Frequency- 83»706 c./se<


































De^ia-tioAofintefv/al fromea-n,,x10" CM. I 4*)o
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Kxp. A 5. I laIf-gave lengths in n -
The reflection peaks were examined in normal butane in
which sound velocity is low. With the same experimental
conditions a run up and down run was done, without zero-in,- the
distance measurer in between. The results are given in
'Table 14# and the variation in the interval between successive












































1279.5 +4.7 1277.5 +2.8 1
2 2095.5 2093.7
1275.5 +0.7 1274.3 -0.4 2
5 5370.5 3368.0
1272.7 -2.1 1275.0 +0.3 3
4 4643.2 4643.0
1273.5 -1.3 1274.5 -0.2 4
5 5916.7 5917.5
1276.3 +1.5 1275.2 +0.5 5
6 7193.0 7192.7
1272.7 -2.1 1272.8 -1.9 6
7 8465.7 8465.5
1274.0 -0.8 1274.5 -0.2 7
8 9739.7 9739.0
1275.5 +0.7 1275,0 +0.3 8
9 IIOI5.2 IIOI4.0
1273.3 -1.5 1275.5 +0.8 9
10 12288.5 12290.5
1270.7 -4.1 1268.5 -6.2 10
11 1355S.2 13558.0
1279.3 +4.5 1279.5 +4.9 11
12 14038.5 14837.5
1274.5 -0.3 1273.2 -2.5 12
15 16113.0
L ! I6IIO.7
Reflector going UP Reflector going DCWN
Exp ♦ A 6. Ib If-wave lengths in CclF-,.
The reflection peaks were exa lined in chloro-tril'luoro-
ethane in which sound. velocity is very low. A single upward
run was done. The results are given in Table 15t and the
variation in the intervals between successive reflection peaks
vs. ordinal number is hown graphically in fig. IJ,
Temperature 29.90°C.
Pressure 710 ran. %»
Frequency 83,700 c./sec.
Crystal voltage 30 v.
Mean half-wavelength 0.09884 ea.
Velocity (corrected to 30°C.) I6566 ci./seo.
5G.
Tallin.1- 15 <




x 10 + av\.
Interval
X *10 + c*v\.
>vM. of intava.)
fcow Mea.n













1 498.5 6 7424.6
991.0 +2.6 1 987.5 -0.9 8
2 1489.5 9 8412.0
991.7 +5.3 2 907.5 -0.9 9
3 2481.2 10 9599.5
589.8 +1.4 5 >30.5 +0.1 10
4 5471.0 11 10588.0








993 • 3 ♦5.1 13
7 6455.2 14 15555.0




VU9.0 + .6 15
9 8412.0 16 15525.0
57-
Exp* B 1. The effect of crystal power.
A series of runs was done, using the same sample of
Co2-free, dry air, changing the power supplied to the crystal.
The value of was recorded for each run. Reflection peaks
1-8 (inclusive) were located; these corresponded to the
nodal positions 3-10 (inclusive) in front of the crystal.
The experimental conditions remained the sue® throughout the
series. The apparent half-wavelengths (intervals between
successive reflection dips) are ;plvcn in Table 16, and the




These results were taken by r. .A. Day.
50.
Table 16.
llalf-wavelemrthB In Experiment B 1.
Interval Interval Deviation of interval fro© mean







































fixp. B 2. The effect of pressure.
Two runs were done, using the sense sample of CO,,-free, ctry air,
at different pressares. The half-wavelengths are given in
Table 18 and the riean velocities (corrected to 30°C.) collected
in Table 19. The variation of the ha If-wave lengths vs. oz-dirial








Half-wavelengths in .xperinent 32.


























2095.0 +2.2 2095.3 +2.6 1
2 2137.2 12590.4
2095.6 +2.8 2095.6 +2.9 2
3 4232.8 10494.8
2092.4 -0.4 2092.8 +0.1 3
4 6325.2 8402.0
2092.6 -0.2 2094.0 +1.3 4
5 8417.8 6308.0
2087.5 -5.3 2090.0 -2.7 5
6 10505.3 4218.0
2091.0 -1.8 2085.5 -7.2 6
7 12596.3 2132.5




Velocities in Experiment B 2.
Pressure Theoretical vel. Kxperimental vel. R.m.s.ci. of intervals.
en./sec. cra./sec. Xl04 CPd.
726 34910 55066 2.7




The half'-wavelengths for a single run are given in fable 20,
and the variation in half-wave lengths vs. ordinal number is
shown graphically in fig. 19.
Of,
Temperature 30.20




Mean half-wavelength 0.19415 cm.
R .-us .d. of half-wave length 0.00025 cm .
lean velocity (30°C.) 32522 cm./sec.
Theoretical velocity 32456 cm./sec.
Reflector going UP
These results were confirmed by r. . . Day.
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Table 20,















































The haIf-wavelengths for a single run are given in
Table 21, and the variation in I i&lf-wave length vs. ordinal






Mean half-wavelength 0.27531 ca.
R.ra.s.d. of half-wavelength 0.00079 cm.
Mean velocity (30°C.) 46097 cm./sec.
Theoretical velocity 4566O cia./sec.
Reflector going UP
These results were confirmed by . . if,A. Day.
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Table 21.
Half-wavelen, ;ths in Uxperiment b 4«
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Ifelf-waveletvrths iri Ixoeriment E 5.





































The half-wavelengths for a single ran are given in Table 22,
and the variation in haIf-wavelength vs. ordinal number is
shown graphically in fig. 21.
Temperature 30.26°C.
Pressure 594 mm. Hg#
Frequency 83,78 0 c./sec.
E 2 v.
o
Hean half-wave length 0.15386 era.
H.m.s.d. of lie.If -wave length 0.00016 cm.
I lean velocity 30°G.) 2242© cr^sec.





The half-wavelengths of a single run are given in Table 23.
Only three peaks could be located due to the Ion;, wavelength.
Absorption was very strong ana the third peak could not be





















J.Ifcli~wavelen,";fhs if: iaraerinient D 6.
-t-
Interval ■ Deviation of interval
fro-a mean.
Peak Reflector posn.











The calibres 1cm curve.
The data for the A A J A vs. A plot is assembled in Table 25.
Tiie graph is shown in fig, 22.
Table 25.
The calibration data.
Frequency ■> 83,780 c./sec.
Temperature » 30°C.
Pressure » 1 ata.
Dry, CCA-
free aii.
He He At Kr
A(theory) 0.4166? 1.2223 0.54500 0.38715 0.2671
A(exp) 0.41055 1.260 0.55021 0.39810 0.2676
A A 0.00186 0.038 0,00521 0,00103 0.0005
AX jX 44*69 3o7 95.60 26.50 18.3
Al( theory) 0.1736 1.494 0,2970
-
0.1499 O.O714
Fig, a a. tk& ca.libra.iion curve
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Discussion of liesultu.
The first results obtained for air showed two general features
which later appeared to be characteristic of all results from this
interferometer»
(a) a mean sound velocity greater than the theoretical i'r<;e-space,
plane-wave value; in the case of air the difference was
ca. /•
(b) an irregular, but reproducible, variation of the intervals
between successive reflection peaks (these intervals are
equal to the half-wavelength in the elementary theory of the
interferometer); in thie case of air the iraxiaum deviation
from the aean was ca. 15 microns in 2,000.
The rest of the results were taken in order to elucidate the
efieets leading to these spurious results and to calibrate the
instrument sufficiently accurately for the determination of
relaxation tiroes.
The first part of the discussion ceals with the ell sets of
tube dispersion, reflection end high intensity of sound. This is
followed by a review of side-effects in interferometers recoraed
in the literature. The last oart attempts to analyse theoretically
a simple model of the interferometer. To obtain agreement
between the results of this analysis and experiment, a new
hypothesis about the propagation of sound in en interferometer is
suggested.
Tube dispersion.
In a small tube, the viscosity of the gas, as influenced by
the walls, and increased heat conduction from the gas, produce a
decrease in sound velocity. The theoretical lelmholtz-Kirchhoff
formula, based on a simple model, relates the velocity of a
plane-wave in a narrow tube to the free-space velocity:
v/
75.
v - v (1 - n • + (Cfrf (V.I)
I 2 r (TTf ( )&
where >| » coefficient of viscosity of gas,
y » thermal conductivity of gas,
and vg - free-apace sound velocity.
Ilenry (1931) has critically examined the assumptions and
approximations of this formula. Although it underestimates the
tube effect, the formula is good enough to indicate the order of
magnitude of the velocity reduction. -.'any workers have
investigated the tube effect experimentally (e.g. Kaye and
hherratt, 1933} Morton, 1955J Lawley, 1952). The later
results confirm the form of the relation:
* - T. | 1 S -r—X
(_ 2r ( Tf f) * ),
and the constant C srxees with the theoretical value to
within 5 > •
For a tube diameter of l£ in. and a sound frequency of
100 kc./sec. the- predicted decrease in velocity is less ti:an
1 part in 10,0001
CO at 20°C. Av x 100 - 0.0083
(from theoretical Helmholtz- v
Kirchhoff formula)
Air at 18°C Av x 100 - O.OO77




The very large difference in compressibility between a gas
and steel produces a reflection coefficient of very nearly unity
for sound at the reflector in the interferosaeter. However, the
thermal conductivity of a metal is very large and Kerzfeld (1938)
considered the effect of the temperature changes accompanying the
adiabatic/
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adia'betic compressions and rareiuctions in front of a reflector.
Heat flows in end out of the metal 5 a temperature wave is set
up irt the ;as and a dissipative loss arises from the interference
of tails temperature wave with the incident and reflected sound
waves. All solids are infinitely good conductors compared with
a <pi.s, so that the material of the reflector should not influence
the reflection coefficient much. For air, Herzfeld calculates
that the reflection coefficient of intensity Y"* due to the
temperature wave effect is given fey»
1 - y* - 4.4 X 10"5 . f': ,
so that at 100 kc./sec. the exponential reflection coefficient of
amplitude is:
£ - 0,013.
However, both Alieman (1939) and Borgnis (1952) have shown
theoretically that the reflection coefficient does not affect the
separation of successive reflection peaks in an interferometer,
although the whole series of reflection peaks is shifted towards
the transducer for a finite reflection coefficient.
Intensity.
For a-n adiabatic sound wave of finite amplitude we 'nave
exactly that (uichards, 1939)!
( i + du ) "
Xy/ is e.
for a wave propagated in the x-direction with displacement y.
For waves of large amplitude the adiabatic compressibility (which
determines ^>y/ }>x) changes with pressure in such a way that
"crests tend to overtake troughs . Fay (1931) 1ms shown how
viscosity damping then leads to a stable saw-tooth wave-form.
For this wave-form the second term in the expansion of the above
expression is zero and, neglecting terms beyond the third, the
velocity is given, in terms of the velocity v of waves of
infinitely assail amplitude, by:
v/
75.
v - vo (1 + XlX+JJ. c Alj2 \° I 4 i bx ) I
Richards (1959) has used this equation to calculate the
change in velocity in an interferometer wnare the maximum
2
intensity does not exceed 150 db. (0.1 watt/cm.'" ).
Pielemeier (1935) gives this figure as a reasonable maximum for
the intensity in an interferometer, and supports this with
observations of particle taction in a Kundt's tube at resonance
(Andrade and Lewer, 1929). Richards finds that the velocity
is not increased by more than 0.001, .
There is a much larger effect on the absorption coefficient.
A saw-tooth wave may be resolved into harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. Since
oi oc f2
the Itartaonics are strongly absorbed and the mean absorption
coefficient of the saw-tooth wave is enhanced.
Side-effects noted in the literature.
Many workers have reported secondary effects in measurements
in an interferometer or similar instrument. The significant
observations and interpretations are reviewed below.
(i) Satellites.
An extraneous effect was discovered right from the very
beginning of ultrasonic interferometry, when small subsidiary
peaks were observed in association with the main reflection peaks
which were recorded as the reflector receded from the transducer.
(Pielemeier, 1935» gave an explanation in terms of multiple
reflections between the reflector ant! transducer). The position
of the maximum of the main peak must surely be affected when
the satellites are very close. Kaye and Sherratt (1933) found
in their experiments in tubes that at their highest frequency
(27,422 c./eoc.) it was impossible to locate the reflection peaks
because/
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because of these satellites; but the satellites disappeared if
the diameter of the tube was reduced or the wavelength increased
(either by lowering the frequency or by changing t ie gas to one
in which the velocity is higher).
Alleraan (1959) demonstrated that the satellites are greatly
reduced by levelling the reflector with respect to the transducer.
He further suggested that alignment is best achieved by adjustment
for maximum height of the main reflection peak. This has been
confirmed by jfr* A.J. Matheaon in this laboratory. using a
0
cathetmeter he obtained a graph of angle of tilt vs. neak heighti
the curve showed a maximum at zero tilt.
Kven after levelling, satellites usually still remain to a
small extent on the side of the main peak corresponding to larger
displacement of reflector from transducer, vizs- fig. 14&.
The separation of successive, correapoxiding satellites is greater
than the separation of the main peaks.
(ii) Increase in peak separation near the source.
Reid (193^) and Pielemeisr (1929) found that the spacing of
the reflecting saks is increased when the reflector is near the
source, '1raba.u (1933) studied this effect extensively as a
function of frequency, diameter of source and diameter of
reflector. He interpreted his results in terms 01 diffraction
of sound from the source, which had a diameter comparable with t;i©
wavelength of the sound.
r
The velocity potential at a point P on the axis of a piston
source is given by Kayleigh's formula:
77.
4> (») - exo (iwt
2 V
^(j) exo (-ikd) da,
Xz. d
where ds is an element of the source surface a is tanc-e c from
P on the axis. If the source is a circular piston of radius a,
evaluation of the double integral yields!
R.P. («) I ^
k Xz
sin jwt - - sin(wt-kz)
Kaxiraa in the amplitude of (j) occur at
X - n 1. 2
4 n X
The sound intensity I along the axis varies as
i k ,2 2^ >(,a - z ; - z V
-1
I oc ain
'he graph of I vs. z for a - 1.5 cm., k ■ 15 cm.
is shown in fig. 23. The near-region, which exhibits mxi<-a,
is analogous to the optical Fresnel diffraction region, whilst
the far-region, where the attenuation beecues exponential, is
analogous to the Fraunhofer region. buckling (1959) has
experimentally verified these diffraction phenomena of sound.
Assuming that the reflector in an interl'erosaater is small
enough to produce negligible diffraction, reflection peaks occur




'Phis formula is in fair agreement with experiment except for very
small separations, when the assumptions are incorrect.
Von Gross marxn (1934) has modified the treatment to take account of
diffraction due to the reflector.
Fxamination of hrabau's experimental data indicates that the
effect is very small at the frequency and source anc! reflector
diameters used in tte present interferometer. In fact no





(iii) Fluctuation of intervals with ordinal number ix.
Grabau (1935) observed irregular variations in the intervals
between successive reflection peaks (fig. 24). Von Grossaann
(1954) attempted a qualitative explanation in terms of the contour
picture of" the sound field in front of a circular piston source
in the Fresnel region.
A statistical analysis of the results of r. A.J. utheson in
this laboratory revealed a similar curve (fig. 25). These
results were taken on an interferometer, which, like that of
Grabau , had no close side-walls.
(iv) Haylei,;h modes of a waveguide.
The wave equation for the propagation of sound in a gas
may be written in cylindrical polar co-ordinates :
2L \ 2/
d <b + 1 H + 1 h ft + y ft - 1
^ r4 r <lr ^ 0 ? ^ z~ v" ^ t*
Separating? variables, the real solutions independent of z ere:
<P ■ Ja UnT) A c os n& + 3? sin n9 sin wt
where A, B are arbitrary constants and n - Gf 1, 2 ...
Applying the boundary conditions of a rigid cylinder of radius b,
Vr = ( ) • 0,
( } r )
r-b
we obtain a set of normal modes characterized by the roots of the
first derivative of essel functions of the first kind:
gb»j , m « 1, 2 ...
n "an 1 '
These are called "radial" or "transverse" waves since they 'nave a
particle velocity in the r - direction. The complete, general,
real solution of the wave equation can then be expressed as:
ft *[<I cos nfr + B sin n&J rA) s^n ' w t - k vp m «}§
f -<A, '
so/
Fi^. 2, S . Vx-ria.i"ioA or irvri-rx/a-ls wiTn ordinal r>jwbe^
G-ra.ba.u •. a.tr , 2 0 kc.Jiec.
Ordinal number of interval
Fi d. 2.(a . Va.na.tion or inters/a.ia, witk ordinal number
!Aa.1~heson : <3_ir*
) 125* kc. Jse.c.
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so that the propagation constant of a transverse wave along the
cylinder may be aefined as:
k ■ k ll - (j / kb)2 X "otn I Jtan ' ( ,
where k is the plane-wave propagation constant.
2
When (j!ar/kh) " < 1 , progressive waves are possible in the
'an th mode. The cut-off frequency f for the node is that
p ^ ° ran
frequency for which (j.if/kb)" • 1, i.e.
f "3 v / 2 if ban ''an '
Below this frequency progressive waves are not possible in this
mode.
2
When (,1^ /lcb) 1, the relative increase in wavelength
of the an th mode over that of the plane-wave is given by:
A ^ • A -A ,i2 \
—_— —mn ^ " n . A
X > 6 kV
Hartig and Swanson (1930) investigated the propagation of
transverse waves of audio-frequencies in cylindrical waveguides.
Individual modes were excited by applying the appropriate pressure
profile at the end of the cylinder. Complete agreement with the
above theory was obtained. ■ artig and Lambert (195'0) developed
a transverse wave detector and examined stationary transverse
waves, particularly the (0,l) aode, in :;reat uetail. Lambert
(1953) lias calculated the dissipative losses for resonance in &
transverse mode.
Transverse waves may be excited in an interferometer; this
may happen in two ways:
(a) 8 piston source vibrating at the end of a waveguide of larger
diameter.
(b) the source operating not as a niston, but vibratin.- in so me
more complicated fashion.
In an experiment described by Zuhlke (1934) quarts:
crystals/
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crystals were used (presumably to give a larger surface area) side
by side. This system strongly excites transverse waves ana, in
fact, the main observed reflection peak corresponded to a
transverse wave; the plane-wave showed up as a satellite. Out
this time, in accordance with the velocity of a plane-wave being
smaller than any transverse wave, the satellite appeared on the
side of the main peak corresponding to a smaller displacement ox
the reflector from the crystal, and the interval between successive
satellites was smaller than the interval between successive main
peaks. This interferometer had no close side-walls so that it is
not meaningful to speak of a particular transverse moos in this
case. This does not mean, however, that transverse waves may
not propagate in unrestricted space.
Hubbard and his school aim to eliminate transverse waves by
using a source where b » X and ensuring that the whole of the
cylinder cross-section is covered by the source. Nevertheless,
Stewart and Stewart (1952), using an interferometer of this type,
report a velocity increase in helium ( 5 parts per 1,000) end they
attribute this increased velocity to transverse waves.
Kraenooahkin (1944) suggested that in reality a group of
transverse waves is always generated in an interferometer, and
that this group remains unresolved in the main reflection peaks.
The position of a maximum is slightly shifted from that of a pure
plane-wave, producing an apparent increase in velocity. -e
recommended that an interferometer should therefore be calibrated
with gases of known velocities. Due to interference between the
members of a group of normal modes the signal at a non-selective
receiver (sensitive to all modes) will be decreased (after leaving
the source the normal mooes are never all in phase again). Thus
the absorption coefficient will be effectively increased too.
Bell (1950) examined satellite structure of an interferometer
which had a 1 in. diameter, 25O kc./sec. quartz crystal axially
mounted in a tube 1; in. in diameter. f gsuming that the main
reflectioV
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reflection peak corresponded to the plane-wave, he identified tne
satellites by comparing their respective intervals with the
haIf-wavelengths of possible transverse waves. Thisindentification
was not very convincing since many modes are available when
cylindrically asymmetric ones are considered, and the numerical
agreement was only fair. The gases were not pure enough for a
comparison to be made between the measured velocities and the
theoretical values. Bell tried to stop the propagation of
transverse waves by lining the interferometer tube with cotton¬
wool. The result was inconclusive: there was merely a reduction
in height of both main peak and satellites.
Van Itterbeek and Verhagen (1951) tried to detect the presence
of transverse waves in an interferometer by the increased absorp¬
tion. They measured the absorption coefficient of o-and £ -ilg




where o(0 is the absorption coefficient due to the gas at pressure
0 and is the parasitic absorption coefficient due to inter-
*0
sference of a group of transverse waves. </, mis found to be
zero. Similarly for He.
Ouptill's approach.
Guptill (1955) has derived an analytic expression for the
velocity potential in front of a piston source in sn infinite,
rigid baffle and parallel to an infinite, rigid reflector.
Integrating pressure over a finite-area, co-axial receiver, the
largest maxima in the signal of trie receiver occur at haIf-wave-
«length positions corresponding to the plane-wave.
Graham (1953)» experimentally imitating these ideal condition#,
using a two-crystal interferometer with water as raediua
(ka -> 20, f» 0.6 -5.0 mc./sec., t- 10 - 20°C), has confirmed
Guptill'a/
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Guptili's predictions. The plane-wave component predominates.
Vibration of quartz crystals.
Dye (1932) examined the vibrations of X - cut quartz
crystals by means of optical interferons©try. He found that*
(a) there are no absolutely pure moues.
(b) at the natural frequency (resonance) the modes are purely
compressional - no torsional or flexural oscillations in the
mixture.
(c) nodal patterns are generally of the types
(d) when the edge is bevelled to give increased piezo-electric
reaction a circumferential node is produceds
circumferential nodes. At 0.5 nc./sec. — 1 mc./'sec. they find
that "when the reflection coefficient between quartz end fluid
approaches unity (radiation into air) only some 5f of the surface
vibrates with appreciable amplitude..."
Alleman (1939) detected uneven radiation from the quartz
crystal of his interferometer by schlieren photography.
Zartmann (1949) trimmed is crystals until no unevenness could be
detected. However, Zartmann's results for C0o~free, dry air
are still high by 3/3 / above the plane-wave, free-space value.
Pieleaeier (1939) at one time surgested that quartz crystal
does not necessarily vibrate at the sanss frequency as the applied
electric potential difference; there seems to be neither reason
nor evidence for this.
Definitive/
B3.
Definitive experimental absolute ultrasonic velocities.
There are very few accurate determinations of absolute
velocities reported in the literature. Interf erometers' are
usually calibrated using air as standard.
Very accurate comparison of an experimental velocity with a
theoretical velocity is worthwhile only when the gas is non-
retaxing, and when its specific neat, molecular weight,virial
data are well established, CO^-free, dry air is suitable for
comparative purposes, especially as it is readily available with
a purity guaranteeing its velocity to 1 part in 2,000. The
inert gases can also be used as standards; the velocity of sound
in argon can be calculated to 1 part in 20,000.
Kneser (193$) has reviewed the literature up to 1938• -'bis
estimate of the velocity of sound in C0?-free, dry air at 0°C.
and 1 a tm. isi
Kneser takes into account values obtained at low frequencies
( < 1,000 c./sec.) and values corrected for C02 content.
Two careful determinations of velocity in CO^-free, dry air
have been made in the 1-100 kc./sec. region in narrow tubes by
Kaye and Sherratt (1933) and Norton (1935)- These authors
worked below the cut-off frequencies of' their tubes and extrapolated
a "universal" Helmholtz-Kirchhoff type curve,
to obtain the free-space, plane-wave velocity.
More recently Boyer (1951) and Ener, Sabrysh and Hubbard
(1952), using a conventional interferoiaeter, have reported
measurements in the 1 - 2me./sec. region. The authors, in
calculating their average values, have assumed that th® velocity
in CO^-free, dry air is oonstant over the pressure range 15-76 cm.
Hg. whereas the change due to gas imperfection is appreciable.
Accordingly/




Accordingly their experimental values have been oorrectea to a
orassure of 1 at®, before taking the averages quoted below.
The classical absorption at ifsc./sec, am 1 ata* is O.5664 ca.7*
so that the effect of absorption on velocity is 0,5 ca./sec.,
which is just outside the experimental accuracy of ttese later
workers* t these sound frequencies the low order Hayleigh
aodaa of the Interferometer tubes used by them have wavelengths
which differ negliMy from the piano-wave value.
The results for CO^-free, dry air are collected in fable 26,
for comparison with the theoretical values. It be rioted
that all the experimental values are slightly high.
Greenspan (1950), using a two-crystal interferometer at
11 -w./sec. lias obtained good agreement with theory in the case























Before describing the theoretical analysis of the ultrasonic
interferometer, the main conclusions derived fro® the experimental
results of trie present interferometer are summarised below.
8J>.
(a) the relative increase in mean wavelength above the
theoretical, free-space, plane-wave value shows an approxi¬
mately linear dependence on the square of the wavelength
(fig. 22).
(to) The variation in the intervals between successive reflection
peaks is irregular and the mean square deviation from the
mean increases with wavelength. It is not possible to be
more specific here "because the variation of successive
intervals is itself very irregular.
(c) The intensity of the sound has no effect within the experimen¬
tal range employed.
(d) Change of pressure has no effect (non-dispersive gas).
(e) There is no systematic decrease in the intervals ss the
reflector recedes from the crystal.
A theoretical analysis.
An attempt Ins been made to examine theoretically the
acoustic impedance at the face of the transducer in an interfero¬
meter. The following simple model was chosen: a vibrating
circular piston axially situated at the end of a rigid tube which
has a larger diameter thai* the piston and which is closed at the
other end, by a reflector normal to the axis, viz:- fig. 24.
Recently Seki, Cranato and True11 (1956) gave an improved
calculation of sound absorption taking into account diffraction
due to a circular source. The application of their approach to
the above model did not lead to any unable formula.
Another approach is that of normal .nodes of a waveguide, as
used by Redwood (1957)« In this method the velocity potential
is expressed as a linear combination of orthogonal eigen-functions
which correspond to the normal Raylei,, i modes of the gas in the
tube. The form of these modes is determined by the boundary
conditions applicable to the side-wall of the tube and by the









b —x— a. ->
Fig. 24-, ~TKeo'ret*)ca.l mode.1
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expansion are determined by the boundary conditions at the
source; in the above model the coefficients ore determined by
the ratio a/b. This method only works when there are sufficient
Rayleigh modes allowed (this is determined by the velocity of
sound in the ras, the frequency of the source and the diameter
of the tube) to render a reasonable approximation to the velocity
profile across the fece of the source. The model considered
has cylindrical symmetry so that only cylindrically symmetric
eigenfunctions are used.
Norma! mode theory.
The velocity potential of the system may be expressed in
the formi
<^p ( r, z,t) » r, z) exp ( i w t)
- G J (j .r/D) exo i( wt ~ ^ .z)m o mi ' ' ~ v ml '
rv\
where summation is over all members of the set of allowed mooes
(viz:- p.78).
The amplitude factors G may be determined by investigating
the boundary conditions at the source. If the source uehaves
like a piston, at z • 0 the particle velocity has only a z
component, given by
* - _^_^( r,o,t) - Vo«xp (iwt), a>r> o
v » o, r > a •
z
The velocity potential at the source may be expressed as the
superposition of two waves:
cj) ( r, o, t) - }
is the velocity potential of the primary wave emitted from
the source and (5 is the velocity potential of the secondaryB
wave reflected back to the source. The potential of the latter
is taken as that of a primary wave distance 2 1 from the source.





- Aj^(r>}/ 21)| ex jp (iwt)
% (i»i r/b> f1 * ex" <-i2k.i1) £ "P (iwl>
SI
Multiply each side by Jq( j,m) r/b)r end integrate over r from
o to b. noting the boundary condition consequence,
b
_ a
v J (j r/b) r dr « V J (j r/fc) r dr
z o mi ' o I owmi ' '
Vo a b J,(jai a/b)»
and the orthogonality of the Beasel functions,
b
/ * rA) J (j . rA) r. dr - § b2 J2 (j ,), a-m'J o mi o m'l - o m'v '
o
«• o
, ra ^ a"
it follows that:
m
2V o a 1
_ 1




The effective or net pressure on the source is defined byj
r a
P « I p (riio^t) 2 Tf r or * 2_ p(rso«>t/ r dr
oJ IT a2 o a2
p (r,o,t) - p j <| (r,o,t) + ^ ( r, 21, t)^
- £ i w exp (iwt)^a:nJ0(drftl r/b; ^ 1+ exp(-i2k|nll)|
m
P0 " 4 ^ w Vq exp (iwt)/ 1 l+exp(-l2kffiil) (J,Uml aA)
mi
l-exc(-i2k l) I j ,J (j ) )v mi ' L ^ai' 0 Jmi M
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Th« acoustic impedance per unit area at tire face oi the source is
given by;
* P2 - o
o
V exp (iwt)
1 + exp(-i2kQll) |/dhi w»>
1 - exp(-i2kgll) |]M',m
The plane-wave (m » o) component must be considered
separately since for the plane wave?
Jq (z «o) - 1,
t . .
J^(z«0)=*0,
whence, due to the plane-wave alone, the impedance per unit area
is t
2 - d w 1 1 + exp(-12kl) ( a)2
00
k^;j 1 - exp(-i2kl) ( b)
... - k = w/v
Taking int account absorption by the gas and the exponential




I w 1 + exp(-i2kl-2 - f ) (a)
c+ y 1- exp(-i2kl-2 »(1 j (b)
+ 4/* 1 P w lnwcpC-lk^l - 2 dl- f ) fa/b)
< lk»i* ■< ^ - )
m
m * 1, 2 m.
When e = b, the expression reduces to that for a pure plene-w&ve.
Normal mode calculation.
The oo nstants in the formula for acoustic impedance oer unit
area of source were given the values corresponding to 00,,-i'r e,
dry/
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dry air in the ext>erimental interferometer at JO C« and 1 atm.
m 0.001 cm."1
f SB 0.01J
a a 1.270 cm.
b - 1,905 cm.
a/b - 0.6667
V 0 34,911 cm./sec.
f - 8J,787 c./sec.
w - 52.645 red./sec
„ ~ ~ -1
k s 15.080 cm.
V2 at 0.2083J cm.
Only 8 Hayleigh modes are allowed in this case; the roots of the
first order Bessel functions and the corresponding mode data ere
given in Table 27, where the abbreviations,
are used.
Values of
_i (a) 1 1 + cxp( -i2kl - 2 <1 - ft )
ik +o( (b) 4 1 - exp( -i2kl - 2«( 1 - f )
1 |VJml a/b)l2 1 + ex^'±2k:,{1-2 * 1 - f )
i ik . +<<}j ,J (j . )m ml ( ral o ml 1 - exo(-i2k .1-2 «( 1 --s ml 7
were calculated for various values of 1. is related
to J ZQ) by:
Taking
4 ^ w F
V,
r
4 V P v . F
At/
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At 30°C. and 1 at®, s
- ^£ - 7 3240 c.g.s. units.
v"
The Bessel functions and their roots v/ere taken from Grey,
Matthews arid, ncdobert (1931). The values of Jj(j ^a/h) for the
last two modes were calculated from the asymptotic formula for Jt»
The calculations were done on Deuce (an English electric
digital electronic computer) using en <4-code programme.
Since the plane-wave component is the uost important, peaks
in |F j were expected in the vicinities of 1 » \/l ,
X , 3 \ /l etc. J P J wee therefore calculated for sets
of 10 points (at interval© of 2 microns in l) in each of the
first 7 half-wavelength regions.
Table 27.
Normal mode data (ri-Id wall j.
® k®l ml J
1 3.S317 14.945 0.42042 0.098025
2 7.0156 14 • 623 J.42966 0.016947
3 10,173 14.103 0.44552 0.000775
4 13.524 13.360 O.47030 0.007834
5 16.471 12.355 0,50856 0.002082
6 19.616 11.017 0.57032 0.000232
7 22.760 9.2012 0.68286 0.002686
8 25.904 6.5190 0.96371 0.001100
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Results of the normal node calculation.
k peak was found at each of the expected positions; a
typical one is shown in f ig. 27. The peaks have a rather
irregular appearance, presumably due to the way in wbieh the
phases of "the component waves happen to add up at each point.
The positions of the peaks and the intervals between successive
peaks are riven in Table 28. There is a fluctuation in the
spacin of the main peaks which is similar in kind to that
observed experimentally, vizi- fig. 28. It aay be noted that all
the peaks are displaced slightly towards the source from the
haIf-wavelength positions; this is presumably due to the reflection
coefficient | .
The mean value of the intervals, 0.20845 era., is very close
to the plane-wave haIf-wovelength, 0.20855 ca. This calculation
does not predict, then, the increased mean velocity observed
experimentally.
It is also clear from the results that there are no grounds
for Krasnooshkin's suggestion that a group of modes vo uld give a
aeon separation of the main peaks greater than the plane-wave
haIf-wavelength. The inclusion of asymmetric modes would not
alter the picture in kind, since there are few modes whose
wavelen; tlja are near to that of a plane-wave, viz:- Table 29.
1 1 1 I ! l l | I J 1
0 1 £ S 10 12 1+ 12 Z0 2.2.
KeRecto-r position , I e<n. ■< 10 +
Fig. 17. iypjcaJ peak (3rc[)_
"Deuce. ca-lc. /ririid wa.ll j
28. Va.fi a."t"i&n oi" 'infefva.is wit'n orgliaa-i pminbef
Deuce ca-lc. ^ri^id v^a-il j
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Table 28.
Results of the noraa! ;aode calculation (ri;~iu wall).
Deviation of interva
Peak Peak r>osn. Interval from man Interval
















Asymmetric normal modes (rlnid wall).
a, n i Ic A
1,1 1.841 15.04S 0.41752
2 5.332 14.318 0.42402
3 8.536 14.399 0.43636
4 11.706 13.771 O.45626
1,2 3.054 14.994 O.41905
2 6.705 14.663 0.42851
3 9.965 14.144 0.44423
1,3 4.201 14.910 0.42118







Although theory indicates that the plane-wave component is the
moot important in the interferometer, the experimentally observed
reflection peaks are well removed from the plane-wave positions.
Only the (l,2) Rayleigh node has a comparable half-wavelength.
It is possible that this mode is preferentially excited by an
uneven vibration of the quarts crystal.
An alternative explanation lies in the boundary conditions
at the side-wall of the tube. In the theory of the Hayleigh
modes given above, a rigid side-wall was assumed, when the radial
particle velocity of the sound ave at the wall must be zero;
vr « at r « b.
The other extreme boundary condition is that called "free-wall",
which is appropriate to a solid medium in sir; trie pressure at
the side-wall aust he zero in this case;
p * ®
For axially symmetric modes, trie solution of the wave equation
is of the form
(B (r, z,t) = A J (j r/b) exn i(wt - k z),I 2 21 0 Cl° mo
m
where the j are rootB of the zeroth ordor Bessel function;" mo
JQ Amo) " 0, ra » 1,2 ....
There is no plane-wave component since
J (z « o) « 1.
0
The expression for the acoustic impedance per unit area at the
source for c. "free-wall" model takes the form;




The constants In the formula for acoustic impedance per
unit area of source were -riven the values corresponding to CO, -
o
free, dry air in the experimental interferometer at 30 C. and
1 at®, except that |? - 0 was taken for simplicity.
°j liayleigh modes are allowed % the roots of the aeroth order
Bessel functions and the corresponding taods data are given in
Table 50, where the abbreviations,
J MfJl\ -2 JC ,j -——fa0
I mo lraoj " ao
are used.
Values of 9
|F| - g i (Jl(iino > exp(-12kM- 2^1 )
l! ~ ikao+'< IhoVW ] ' 1- a»(-i2k;n0- 2^1 ;
ware calculated for sets of 1 values in the vicinities of the
half-wavelength positions corresponding to the first mode. The
details of this calculation are similar to those for the previous
"rigid-wall" case.
Table 30.






1 2.4048 15.027 0.41813 0.83459
2 5.5201 14.799 O.42457 0.00437
3 8.6537 14.380 0.43694 0.07207
4 11.7915 13.723 0.45786 0.02403
5 14.9309 12.083 0.48771 0.00127
6 10.0711 11.723 0.53597 0.01683
7 21.2116 10.170 0,61782 0.00708
8 24.3525 7.999 0.78550 0,00016
9 27.4935 0.437 1.4607 0.00185
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Fra e-w&II reaul eg.
A peak was found at each of the expected positions; a
typical one is shown in fig. 29* The positions of the peaks
and the intervals between successive peaks are raven in Table 31*
The fluctuation in the intervals vs. ordinal nuaber is shown
in fig, 30,
The first node contributes the largest component by far and
its half-w&velength corresponds closely to the experimentally
observed interval between reflection peaks. The mean value
of the intervals from the "free-wall" calculation is
0,20906- c.m», c.l. 0,2093 ca. observed experimentally.
An extended examination was made of the first peak in J F J ,
vies- fi 4b. This peak shows a satellite at about the same
position us the experimental reflection peak. The comparison
of the two main peaks is not very satisfactory, however, since
the theoretical one shows a dip in the middle. This dip must
arise from some coincidental addition of phases of the Kayleigh
modes at that ooint. Such a feature shows how the normal mode
treatment sometimes fails badly in describing the system.
The theoretical slope of the graph of k.kj\ is. \Z
was calculated from the equations
2_AA : f . A1
^ s iPV
substituting j « j,correspond in , to the first Eayleigh
mode with free-wall boundary conditions. The theoretical line
is shown in fig. 22 where the experimental points are also
plotted. The agreement is fair, except for Heon.
lo 12. 14- U IS 2.0 ZZ
Kef jectbr t>o5\i"ion -1 cm. x 10"4"
F?d- ^9 . *Ty pica. j pea.k [ S rh ■_
D>euc£ eaJc. (free-wa.ij ^
O
Fid. 30. Va.riafior> of infervaJs witk oraioa.) nuynLer
Deuce ca.1 c. (free - vJa.ll )
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Table 31.






























Discussion of t us free-wall hypothesis«
The experimental results from the present interferometer
are consistent with the hypothesis of "free-wall" propagation of
sound in the interferometer tube.
The hypothesis is somewhat supported by the work of Carome,
/itting and Fleoxy (l9<il), who have recently reported absorption
experiments in liquids contained in a thick-walled metal tube.
They showed that "free-wall" rather than "rigid-wall" boundary
conditions were indicated, but no definite explanation of the
phenomenon was offered.
The increased velocity observed by htewart and Stewart (1952)
in their conventional ultrasonic interferometer in the case of
helium is also explained by the hynotheeis. Taking their values
v m 97200 cm./sec.
f ■> 1.95 mo./sec.
b •» 0.4 cm.
the wavelength ox the first liayleigh, free-wall mode is in excess
of the plane-wave wavelength by 5 parts in 1,000. This is just
the difference they observed. The difference would be negligible
for air, v » 35100 cm ./sec. This agrees with the experiments
of iner, Gabrysh and Hubbard (1952).
A possible explanation of the "free-wall" propagation lies
in a boundary layer. For a normal mode in which the radial
oarticle velocity at the side-wail, (<!><£ / cb t) r»b , is zero,
the t&agttntittl particle velocity at the side-wall, (b /^ss)r»b,
ia a maximum and vice versa. Friction oetween the gas and the
side-wall may lead to a boundary layer stationary in the
z-direction but providing a "free-wall" effect in the r-direction.
In fact, Weston (1953) has studied such a boundary layer in the
esse of plane-wave propagation in a tube. his profiles of
particle velocity are shown in fig. 31. lie Isen (1949) bias








Fid 31. Profiles o£ a plane-waWe in a. tube
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. *. At « 0.9 for air.
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In the pressnt interferometer the thickness would be
cr. 0.002 cm,
There is another way of considering the boundary. The
side-wall has a large thermal conductivity so that heat flows
into and out of the wall when the temperature of tne gas adjacent
to the wall rises end falls in accompaniment with the "adiabatic"
compressions and rarefactions of the sound wave. Thus a3 far as
the sound energy is concerned the wall is "soft".
Clearly more work ie required to test the "free-wall"
hypothesis. It is necessary to distinguish between a Rayleigh
mode excited by an uneven vibration of the quarts crystal and a
Eayleigh mode due to free-wall boundary conditions. This can
only be achieved by using several different transducers,
different quartz crystals and possibly a magnetostriction
oscillator and a ceramic transducer.
Future research.
If the detailed working of the interferometer is to be
completely understood, measurements must be made over a range of
frequencies and. source diameters in non-cispereive gases.
As it stands, the interferometer has been empirically
calibrated to measure wavelengths to an accuracy of 1 part in
2,000 to 1 pax't in 4,000 (at 80 kc./sec») for a gas with
molecular weight greater than JO. The range is 40-800 kc./sec/
atm. so that relaxation times in the 1-2 aicrosec. region
could be determined. Thus CG^/Ar udxbures could be examined,
as ori anally planned.
It 3hould also be possible to sty whether the relaxation
time of -Lh is reater or less than 1 nicrosec., simply by
comparing/
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comparing v with vQ(cale.) arid (calc.).
The temperature range 20-200°C. is also available. This
would allow an extension oi the results i'ox" Gil, and CD. to higher4 4
temperatures to be made. At the highest temperatures it might
be possible to detect the dispersion of aom diatomica, e.g.
G 0 (at vj JO K. 0 ^ » 0.1 cal./'uole). The interferometer is
capable of measuring changes in velocity with an accuracy of
1 port in 10, CK)0.
Measurements of heat capacities ere also possible for a
number of molecules which have very short relaxation timest
at 80 kc./scc./atm. the velocity is then definitely vq rather
than . ICthane, and higher hydrocarbons, are possibilities.
Finally the second virial coefficient of a gas could be
measured in the interferometer. This may be useful for a polar
gas like CiLBr which is strongly absorbed on surfaces.
The gas must have a short relaxation time to avoid the effects
of dispersion due to energy transfer processes.
The interferometer could be used at higher frequencies to
measure the relaxation times of PxL and AaiL.
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A TJStKSTICAL CALCULATION OF ?-i„ VDUik riQbAL OF
h,J lYL ClihQKlPg.
Previous theoretical calculations of the probability of
vibrutional-translational energy transfer in molecular encounters
liave, in general, given unsatisfactory agreement with experiment
in that the calculated temperature deoendenees are rather too
steep in the important practical region, 300-l000°K (Arnold,
'cCoubrey and Ubbelohde, 1957)* 'oet authors have used an
exponential repulsive interraolecular potential function, following
the original work of Landau and Teller (1936), and only introduced
the effect of an attractive term in an indirect way. In low-
energy collisions the attractive term may be important and it was
therefore decided to investigate the effect of including it
directly. The semi-classical methods are based on those of
Cottrell and Beam (1955) *';io showed in principle how to take
account of attractive forces, but did not uo so in their
numerical caloulctions. The results were confir med using the
fully quantum- aschanical distorted wave technique of obt and
.•■assey (1949)* home investigation of the effect of the
attractive term has been made by Takay&nagl .195"), but he did
not examine the temperature dependence of the results.
ethyl chloride was chosen for study. The following points
are important for this example,
1. The molecule is strongly polar so that the attractive term is
relatively large.
2. Vibrational energy transfer generally proceeds via the mode
of lowest frequency; in the case of methyl chloride, this
is the simple C-Cl stretching mode. The naive theoretical
model for de-excitation of a vibration is much more realistic
for a stretching mode than for a more complicated mode.
3. Relaxation times are available from a variety of experimental
methods over a wide temperature range and the results are
fairly consistent. The virial data are also well established.
Therefore/
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Therefore the results of the theoretical treatment may be
tasted by comparison with experiment.
The work has been reported in a paper by Blythe, Cottrell
and Head (1961).
The potential energy function.
The attractive term can be included explicitly, and the
results for head-on collisions calculated analytically, assuming
a Morse potential function,
V(r) » D exp £ - 2 4(r-rg)j - 2 B exp £ - (i--re ) j (l)
The constants in this function for methyl chloride were obtained
by fitting it to a Krieger potential function,
V(r) - A u £ (r^/r)12 - (r/r)' ] - 2^"/ rJ (2)
where the angle-dependent contribution of the Stockmayer potential
has been replaced by the expression for the interaction of two
point-dipoles which are aligned so as to exert a maximum mutual
attraction. The parameters of the Stockoayer potential were
obtained from the second virial coefficient data (H&aann and
Pearse, 1952; .'hyt law-Gray, Keeves and Bottoialey, 1956) by the
method of Kowlinson (1949). The electric dipole moment of a
methyl chloride molecule wad taken as p - 1.86 P. Hences
u/k - 380°K, rQ - 3.45 £
Tanozos (1956) used the Krieger potential function,
V(r) - 4 u (rjr)12 - ~ b (Tc/T)'>
as a basis for his calculation of transition probabilities in
methyl chloride. But he used parameters consistent with viscosity
and thermal conductivity data, and these parameters differ from the
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u/k°,K. r , I &o
Tanczos 244 4*532 Q.76I
present work 383 3*45 0.816
A simple method of fitting (l) to (2) is to make each pass
through the points (r D), (r , 0), where the Krieger potential
€ S
crosses the r - axis at (r , o), whenx z' "
<4 - In 2/ (rg - rg).
However, this does not give very good agreement in slope in the
important repulsive region. A better fit is obtained by arranging
a common potential minimum (r ,- D) and setting
e
<4 » 6/21' ' r .z
ence :
D - 18.9 x 10~14 ergs, rg - 5*61 2, 1.69 x ID6 cm."1
(A Lennard-Jones potential,
V (r) - 4a [(r/r)12 - (r/r)6 ,
may be fitted to a horse potential by arranging a common potential
mimiffium (r D), when
r - 21/6 r ,e o
and equating the second derivatives of the potential w.r.t. r
at t his minimum, when
< » 6/r - 6/21^ r ).' e ' o
The potential functions are compared in Fig, 32.
The double exponential function used by Cot trail and Ream
(1955),
V(r) - A exp (-2xr) - ^ exp( -^r),
was obtained from the worse function through the relations:
A » D exp (2kr^), p <■ 2D exp («^r ),
Semi-classical calculation.
Substitution was Rede in the formula for the probability,
pi</
r- . _ - ) 4-E x 10 e,r^s-
10 XO 30 40 SO i,0 70
Fig. 35. 'L-c"^ 0 P against fdatn/e kinetic, energy
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of the transition 1—*0 in the lowest vibrational node
of an excited molecule in a head-on collision with another aoleoule
of relative velocity v:
Pii, ■ i«jd hi i2
hZ
Assuming the C-Cl stretching mode to b© a simple harmonic
oscillation ( V » 732 ca."^) we obtain for the matrix element of





where M is tne "effective" mass of the system, the maximum
value of :, shown by Arnold, UcCoubrey and Ubbelohde (1957) to
be one-half the reduced mass m of the colliding system, was
used here. For a collision between two methyl chloride
molecules m is equal to one-half the mess of a single methyl
chloride molecule ( I.ft. = 50»5)»
Since Tf\/ d v > 3, we can use the approximation,
I «■ 2 tr " mtf exp -F -\) (if - 2 fi )
d ^ v
where tan^ <j> • / 2 m v£ A ,
for the perturbation integral.
The results are given in Table 52, and the curve for iogj_g
P^q as a function of the relative kinetic energy ii of a
collision shown in fig. 33. The rise of the probability above
unity is physically unreasonable and is due to the failure of the
normalization for large perturbations; the curve was arbitrarily
cut off at lo&j^j (si)»
Quantum mechanical calculation.
The distorted wave method of calculating p^() is given for
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boo1' of Cot well and fcCoubrey (iXl). Only the modifications
arising from the use of e «.orse potential are explained in this
3eo tx on•
k Ciia. .raa.viiitic representation of the transition inouei in
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The interaction potential between the vibrating atom
(normal co-ordinate x, effective mass M) and the bombarding
molecule (trajectory co-ordinate r, reduced mass h) is ,given
in Morse form bys
V(r,x) » I) exp [ - 2 JL (r-r^-x) J -2b exp £ -^(r-r^-x) j .
for low vibrational levels (small amplitude in x)s
exn (i(x) « 1 + x,
so that the interaction potential may be written:
V(r,x) « (l) exp [ - 2 ^(r-r )| - 2 D oxd [ - d. (r-r )~|1
*
r e r I er 11
+ 2 <i Tpc < exp j^- 2 J. (r-rj J - exp I - ^(r-r^j J
= V(r) + V (rtx).
*
The terra v (r,x) is relegated to & perturbation and is
conveniently factorized:
V (r,x) « y (*) *>,(*)
where Y (x) » 2 x,
and U (r) » exp [ - 2A(r-r5)J- expj-X(r-r)j
The Schodinger equation for the wnolc- system is:
- k2 b2 + 2tt2An>2 X2 - ^ 2n + v(rfx) -/]ll/(x,r) -0
2 M d x* 2a ^ r J 1
where/
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where £ is trie stationary total energy (vibrational and
translations!) of the system. The solution ruEy be expanded in
terms of the unperturbed oscillator functions, i.e. solutions of
the equation
{ - + 2 rC2 M V2 x2 - W ] <j) (x) • 0,1 2 M ^ x nj n
and functions of r only:
^ (*»r) - ^ (j>n (x) i'n (r).
n
The functions f
^ are asymptotes of the particle waves outside
the region of interaction; the normalized,incident and reflected
waves are given respectively bys
f. « exD (-i k. r) + A. exp (i k. r)
x y v i i * i
f » A ©xp (i k r).
n n v v n '
Here
k. - a»v,/ "K, k - m v J ii;i i a it
v^ is the velocity of the molecule before collision, and v^ is
the velocity after collision and energy transfer. The probability
of a transition i n of the oscillator in a collision iss
p. - k IA I 2in _J1 ' n'
k.
l
By first order perturbation theory it may be shown that:
f (r) = 4 m X. R. exp | - i (k r + a)
n ' . in in - . x n '
ilk
n
where X£n « /V (*) (j^ 00 (J) n (x) dx,
/♦ ooU (r) F V. dr.v ' n i





k^ - u(r) I F (r) - 0.n 1 ' ( n x '
In deriving the formula for the perturbation transition
matrix element in the co-ordinate of the bombarding molecule, use
was/
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was made of the integration worked out by Devonshire (1936 ) in Ms
pacer on the interaction of atoms with solid surfaces.
f? 1 - TT ^ ^ * Jfi1 sink 2-y jiA- . Sink 2iT fAn (A^( j " A f*n) }
in 4- ^ D1" (^cosk iT|M - cosk 2ir
Ari - |r/-^if.t.i)r , Afi.
f| = (lrr\ b) 1 J|<i ' )"i )^ ~ I^ >
( K - 4 f*t , kA ^ )
E^ is the relative kinetic energy of the system before collision,
and
a - s. + hv .
n l
The final formula for o^,, is s
P10 - A ( 4«)2 X2 K2
k,k0 ( Tr) 10 10
In this calculation, the values of ju^, jAf , are sufficiently
large for the approximation,
sinh 2 TTjK, sinh 2ttjul* - exp 2-r ( fAt ~ fo )»
(cosh 2ir|U t - cosh 2n^l)2
to be satisfactory, and also for the gamma functions to be calculated
from the first four teras of Stirling's expansion,
In P (2) = (z - i;) Inz - z + In ( 2 or) + l/l2 2 - ....
The perturbation transition astrix element in the co-ordinate of
the vibrating atom is given by:
X1Q - 2 J. D ( J } :"
( 4tM.V
The results are given in Table 33; In fig. 33 the curve
of lo ; p 10 vs. the mean relative kinetic eaer :y 2 » )/2
is compared with that fro::; the semi-classical method.
O < ' 1 L
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Averaging over all encounters.
Encounters between two molecules are characterized by two
statistically independent quantities: the relative kinetic energy
1 2
E « f- rav and the "impact" parameter b (the distance separating
the asymptotes to the paths of tlie molecules). The number of
encounters of a molecule per second in which the relative kinetic
energy lies between E, E + dE and the impact parameter between
b, b + db is (Fowler, 1936)i




o Arnrne and L.e^^cid
o Edwards (1159)
&3 Edmonds and Lamb (i"55"6j
A Gr'ifPitK (l95"oJ
V Sett"e; b>asala and Hui>baY"d (\^)5S^
Fj0. 35". Relaxa1~ion Lime of me+kvl ckioride.
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where N is the molecule density and s is a symmetry number,
equal to 2 for identical molecules. If p1(J (Efb) is the
probability of transition of an excited molecule to the ground
state in an encounter detailed by E, b, then the overall
probability of de-excitation of such a molecule per second i3:
t a®
f. . « 4 H ( . Tf ) f f p (£,b) b E exp (-3/kT)db dE.
( 2mkf ) ' 1
The evaluation of f^,, thus depends on knowledge of the complete
surface p^, (S,b). Unfortunately it is very laborious to
calculate p^, except for head-on collisions (b-0) (as in the
preceding sections). But it appears tiat in general encounters
is largely determined by the distance of closest approach
r , so we may writei
c
pio (E-b) : ?io (r<d-
Widom and Bauer (1953) examined three-dimensional encounters
in terms of the "effective" potential which determines the
trajectory of the equivalent one-body problem:
tr tr f \ / *-
Veff " V + S b / r
Fmt B < 41)/5 they shewed that there is, for a particular
relative kinetic energy E, a critical impact parameter fecrit »
such that for collisions with b > b . the molecules do not
crit
pass into close contact because of a "centrifugal hump". This
leads to a discontinuity in the r__ vs. E curve. However,
the potential well for CiL, CI molecular interaction is not
deep enough to make this effect important at the temperatures
considered here.
With certain other approximations Cottrell and Ream (1955)
showed that:
fm = 2N (_H_ )f Pin (e»°) exP (-B/kf) dE.
(2akT )
The value of r^ varies slowly over the region where the
integrand/
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integrand is large and so it may lie put outside the integral as
a constants the value r * 3*16 ?- was used.
c
In evaluating the integrand in the expression for f1r,,
energy exchange was allowed for by using (§, 0) values
where 2 is the "symmetrized" relative kinetic energy of an
inelastic collision of initial relative kinetic energy E, t
E — - E,) / 2 » E, + f hV ,
A typical (f, 0) exp (s/kT) vs. E curve is shown
in fig. 34. The integrals were evaluated by applying Simpson's
rule.
The relaxation time.
The relaxation time & for energy transfer at the lowest
vibrational frequency is related to the transition probability






f^n exp (- hv/ k'f),
assuming that this mode behaves like a simple harmonic oscillator.
The results are given in Table 34, and these are compared
with the experimental results in the graph of 1° ^. (l /^ ) vs.
absolute temperature T° K, in fig. 35«
Table 34 .
Transition probabilities for met'yl chloride.
T K
-19
NxlO ho110"6 -6f.„xlO01 (f10-f01)xl°-6 pxlO^'sec. tojsU/f)
300 2.447 9.22 0.28 8.94 0.112 6.951
400 3.632 11.30 0.81 10.49 0.095 7.021
500 4.819 14.21 1.73 12.48 0.080 7.096
The results agree well with experiment in both absolute
magnitude/
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magnitude and temperature dependence. This shows that the
experimental results for even quite complicated molecules can be
fitted by the theory using plausible initial assumptions.
Tanczos also obtained good ^jreement in absolute magnitude
with the mean experimental value of the relaxation time at a
single temperature:
$ at 300° K
Experiment O.O87 x 10~° sec,
Tanczos 0.173 x 10 sec.
Present work 0.112 x 10*"^ sec.
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APPai'IDlX.
Numerical values used in calculations:
R = 3.3144 x 10' ergs./aeg ./mole»
"**X6
k » 1.3007 x 10*" ergs./deg./nol.
H - 6.023 x 1023
h - 6.626 x 10 2' erg. sec.
c - 2.99796 x 1010 01a./sec.
1°C. - 273»l6aK.
K - 3.1416
log e - 0,43429
•n(0* ) m 16 x 1.660 x 10'24 gm.
1 in, « 2.5399 cm.
Ym - 22.415 l/wole.
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SYNOPSIS.
With a view to studying tr&nslational-vibrational relaxation
times in gaseous systems such as CO^/Ar mixtures, an accurate
ultrasonic interferometer was built. With this apparatus
sound velocities may be determined at 85 kc./sec. in the ranges
0-2 atm. and 20-200°C. The wavelength is measured with the
X _S>
aid of an optical Moire fringe device accurate to 10 J cm.
Preliminary experiments with CO^-frae, dry air indicated
that diffraction and wave-guide effects would have to be taken
into account. These effects were examined using pure inert
gases (He, He, Ar, Kr) whose free-space, plane-wave velocities
were calculated from available thermodynamic and virial data.
A straight line was obtained when the relative increase of
observed wavelength above the calculated free-space, plane-wave
wavelength, (A - A , ) / /\ i » was clotted against' n
exo calc' ' ' calc y
A2caic> Using this as a calibration curve for the
interferometer, absolute velocities may be estimated reliably to
1 part in 2,000, or better, in gases with molecular weights
greater than 30. Further investigations were made in two gases
with very low velocities: CCIF^ and n -
A simple model of the interferometer lias been treated
theoretically using the method of normal modes of a tubular
wave-guide. Numerical results, calculated on a computer (Deuce),
give good agreement with experiment only when it is assumed that
the appropriate boundary conditions at the sides of the interfero¬
meter tube are of the "free-wall" rather than "rigid-wall" type.
Additional theoretical work was done on the temperature
dependence of the translational-vibrational energy transfer.
Previous calculations have in general given unsatisfactory
agreement/
agreement with experiment? in these calculations the authors
have only introduced the effect of attractive forces between
the molecules in an indirect way. In low-energy encounters
of polar molecules the a ttractive forces may be important and
it wag therefore decided to investigate the effect of including
them directly. Numerical results have been calculated for
methyl chloride; the temperature dependence of the relaxation
time and second virial coefficient are well established for this
gas. It was found that both the semi-classical and fully
quantum mechanical methods gave the same result, which agrees
well with experiment in both absolute magnitude and temperature
dependence.
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TRANSITION PROBABILITY IN MOLECULAR ENCOUNTERS
PART 4.—TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RELAXATION TIME IN
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v The translational-vibrational relaxation times for methyl chloride and nitrogen have
been calculated over a range of temperatures, taking explicit account of the attractive
part of the intermolecular potential. The results for methyl chloride agree well with
experiment, as do those for nitrogen above 1500°K. The calculated results for nitrogen
at lower temperatures have a steeper temperature dependence than that observed.
m
Previous theoretical calculations of the probability of vibrational-translational
energy transfer in molecular encounters have, in general, given unsatisfactory
agreement with experiment in that the calculated temperature dependences are
m**-* rather too steep in the important practical region, 300-1000''K.1 Most authors
have used an exponential repulsive intermolecular potential function, following
the original work of Landau and Teller,2 and only introduced the effect of an
attractive term in an indirect way. In low-energy collisions the attractive term
may be important and it was therefore decided to investigate the effect of including
it directly. The methods are based on those of Cottrell and Ream 3 who showed
in principle how to take account of attractive forces, but did not do so in their
numerical calculations. Some investigation of the effect of the attractive term
• S I s has been made by Takayanagi,4 but he did not examine the temperature dependence
of the results.
We have investigated both a polar and a non-polar molecule, in the expectation
that the attractive term would be more important for the former. The choice of
examples was limited by the experimental results, since there are few gases where
the relaxation times are known over a wide temperature range and where the
virial data are well established. The molecules chosen were methyl chloride and
nitrogen.
methyl chloride
The attractive term can be included explicitly and the results for head-on
collisions calculated analytically, assuming a Morse potential function,
V(r) = D exp [ — 2a(r-rc)] — 2D exp [ — a(r— re)]. (1.1)
The constants in this potential for methyl chloride were evaluated by fitting it
to a Krieger potential function,
V(r) = 4u [(r0/r)12 — (rolr)6~\ — 2d2/r3, (1.2)
where the angle-dependent contribution of the Stockmayer potential has been
replaced by the expression for the interaction of two point-dipoles, which are aligned
so as to exert a maximum mutual attraction. The parameters of the Stockmayer
potential were obtained from the second virial coefficient data 5- 6 by the method
of Rowlinson.7 The electric dipole moment of a methyl chloride molecule was
taken as d — 1-86 D. Hence:
u/k = 380°K, r0 = 3-43 A.
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The method of fitting (1) to (2) was to arrange a common potential minimum
(re, — D) and to set
a = 6/2*rz,
where the Krieger potential crosses the r-axis at (rz, 0). Hence
D — 18-9x 10~14 ergs, re = 3-61 A, a. = l-69x 108 cm-1.
An alternative fit is one where the two curves have the two common points (/"« — D),
(rz, 0) when
a = In 2/(re —rz).
However, this does not give such good agreement with the slope in the repulsive
region of the Krieger potential. The double exponential function used by Cottrell
and Ream,3
V(r) = X exp ( — 2ar) — p exp ( — ar),
was obtained from the Morse function through the equations,
X = D exp (2are), n = 2D exp (are).
Substitution was now made in the formula for the probability, pio, of the (,.
transition 1 ->-0 in the lowest vibrational mode of an excited molecule in a head-on
collision with another molecule of relative velocity v :
W51
p10 = l^-xlcl'- (1.3) f§§
mm
The lowest vibrational frequency of methyl chloride belongs to the C—CI stretch- • i
PI
we obtain for the matrix element of co-ordinates between the first excited state
ing mode, v = 732 cm-1. If we assume this to be a simple harmonic oscillator,
vonwu iv/i niv iiiuuia vivuivm. kjx v iuiiimwo owvnwu mv in ji vav ivu jiuw
and the ground state,
'■-(iss)* <14) |
where M is the " effective " mass of the system; the maximum value of M, shown
by Arnold, McCoubrey and Ubbelohde 1 to be one-half the reduced mass m of
the colliding system, was used here. Since 7i2v/ay> 3, we can use the approximation,
2n2mv nv(n — 2(b) ..
I = exp , (l.o)
a av
where
tan2 cj) = fj,2/2mv2X,
for the perturbation integral.
The curve obtained, fig. 1, for logio Pto as a function of the relative kinetic
energy E of a collision was arbitrarily cut off at logio(l/2). The rise of the
probability above unity is physically unreasonable and is due to the failure of
normalization for large perturbations.
The results were confirmed by a fully quantum-mechanical treatment using the
Morse potential. The formula is
1 (32n2a.Dm\2 , ,I I V 2 r>2
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where
n2v2h2 sinh 2npl sinh 2np0 (Apl + Ap0)2
10 16a.2D2 (cosh 2npl — cosh 2np0)2 A/i^p0
Ant = | rC-fz + i/ii + i) | 2, Apo = | r(-J7 + i>0 + i) | 2,
t] = 2n(2mD)i/oih, p1 = 2n(2mEl)i/uh, /i0 = 2Tc(2mE0)i/ah,
ki =
£) is the relative kinetic energy of the two molecules before collision, and
E0 = E1+hv.
In deriving the formula for R]q, the perturbation transition matrix element in the
co-ordinates of the centres of mass of the two molecules, use was made of the
integration worked out by Devonshire 8 in his paper on the interaction of atoms
with solid surfaces.
E (ergs)
Fig. 1.—Logio/iio against relative kinetic energy: O methyl chloride; • nitrogen.
In this calculation, the values of pi, /to are sufficiently large for the approxim¬
ation,
sinh 2np1 sinh 2np0
exp27c(/i1-/t0), (1.7)
(cosh 2nnl — cosh 2np0)
to be satisfactory, and also for the gamma functions to be calculated from the first
four terms of Stirling's expansion,
In T(z) = (z —J) In z —z-F-j In (27t) +l/12z— . . .
In order to weight the probability over all collisions, the approximation,
p10(E, b) = p10(rc),
is made, where b is the " impact" parameter (statistically independent of E) and
rc is the distance of closest approach. Then the l->0 transition probability, i.e.,
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the probability that an excited molecule will lose one quantum of vibrational
energy in 1 sec, is given by
f _4cf n YJl0~
s \ 2mkTJ rcP(V) exp (—V/kT)dV,o
where c is the number of molecules per cm3 and s is a symmetry number, equal to
2 for identical molecules. The value of rc varies slowly over the region where
the integrand is significant, and so was taken as a constant, rc = 3-16 A. Cor¬
responding to a particular value of V, p( V) was read from the logiopio (A 0)
curve, fig. 1, at E— E, where E is the symmetrized relative kinetic energy of a
collision of initial relative kinetic energy V, i.e.,
E = V+ihv.
The integral was evaluated by applying Simpson's rule.
temp., °K
Fig. 2.—Temperature dependence of relaxation time in methyl chloride: A Edmonds
and Lamb,9 O Edwards and Lambert,10 ^ Amme and Legvold,11 • theory.
The relaxation time /? for energy transfer at the lowest vibrational frequency
is related to the transition probability /io by the equations,
l//? = /io"/oi, (1.8)
/oi = fio exp (-hv/kT), (1.9)
assuming that this mode behaves like a simple harmonic oscillator.
The theoretical results are given in table 1, and these are compared with the
experimental results in the graph of logio(l//?) against absolute temperature r°K,
in fig. 2.
Table 1.—Transition probabilities for methyl chloride
r,°K CX 10-19 /ioxlO-« /oix10-« (/io-/oi)x 10"« /Sx IO6 sec logic (m
300 2-447 9-22 0-28 8-94 0-112 6-951
400 3-632 11-30 0-81 10-49 0-095 7-021
500 4-819 14-21 1-73 12-48 0-080 7-096
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Tanczos 12 used the Krieger potential,
V(r) = 4i«[(r0/r)12 —(r0/r)6-5(r0/r)3],
as a basis for his calculation of transition probabilities in methyl chloride. How¬
ever, he used the Krieger parameters consistent with viscosity and thermal con¬
ductivity data. These parameters differ from ours, which only relate to perfectly
aligned molecules. Introducing the attractive component of the potential in
an indirect way, Tanczos obtained good agreement with the mean experimental
value, /? = 0-093 x 10 6 sec, at 300 K. He did not calculate for any other tem¬
perature.
Table 2
ujh, °k ro, A <5/3, sec at 300°k
Tanczos 244 4-332 0-761 0-173 x 10"«
present paper 383 3-43 0-816 0-112xl0~6
nitrogen
For nitrogen a Lennard-Jones potential, the constants of which are well estab¬
lished, was used in place of the Morse function in the perturbation integral.
Although the integral may not be evaluated analytically there is a numerical
method available 3 allowing the form of the Lennard-Jones potential to be taken
into account explicitly. In contrast, Herzfeld and his school13"15 have fitted
an exponential function to the Lennard-Jones, taking the most accurate method of
fitting to be that giving the best agreement between theoretical and experimental
results,15 and including the attractive term indirectly.
The 12: 6 Lennard-Jones function may be expressed in the form
V(r)=V0{(p)-12-2(p)-6} (2.1)
where p = r/a.
Corner 16 gives, for nitrogen, VoIk = 95°K and a = 3-78 A. The perturbation
integral I is given by
f*CO
I = I F(t) cos 2nvtdt. (2.2)
It is more convenient to work in terms of the dimensionless variables, x and co,
defined by
(2F0\± 2n\t





Fix) = (12 V0/a)f(x)
and
f* 00
I = 6(2mF0)* I fix) cos cotAx = 6(2mF0)*J. (2.3)
The problem of calculating I reduces to that of calculating J. Numerically this
may not be done directly for the reason given by Cottrell and Ream.3 Numerical
V
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integration is possible, however, if /(t) is replaced by one of its derivatives. In¬
tegrating by parts, (2.3) becomes
ft)T
f2k(t) cos —kdr, (2.4)
or
where 2k is the number of the derivative of /(t), k being an integer. J is now in
a form suitable for numerical integration if the derivatives of fix) are known.
The second, fourth and sixth derivatives were calculated by Cottrell and Ream,
the eighth was evaluated in the course of this work and is given in the appendix.
The derivatives, as given, are not in the most convenient form since they are
power series in p, whereas J is expressed in terms of x. p and x are not simply
connected and a " linking " variable e must be introduced. This is defined by
p = p0(l+e), (2.5)
where
p0 = rja.
From the equations of motion for a collision
fVt V£dV£t = 2p0 |
where




the above equation simplifies to a form more amenable to numerical work, i.e.
x = 2po'
v* V£d\/£
0 {Po 6(1 -(1 + e)~12)-2(1 -(1 + £)"6)} (2.6)
Values of x, for a range of values of \/e, were obtained from this equation by the
use of Simpson's rule for several values and numerical interpolation for the rest.













From the values of /, the probability pio was calculated as for methyl chloride,
assuming the effective mass to be half the reduced mass and the vibrational fre¬
quency to be 2331 cm-1. The values obtained for pio are plotted in fig. 1. The
higher probability for methyl chloride is due to the large attractive term in its
intermolecular potential, compared to that in the non-polar nitrogen potential.
The calculation of /10 was carried out using the method described above for
methyl chloride. The distance of closest approach was taken as 3 A and values
of /io were calculated for the temperature range 300-6000 K. The theoretical
results are given in table 4.
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Table 4.—Transition probabilities for nitrogen
T, °K c /10 /01 logio (l/«
300 2-448 x 1019 1-414 x 10' 0 0150
500 1-468 xlO19 4-118x101 •049x100 1-610
750 9-790 x 1018 5-871x102 ■065x102 2-764
1000 7-342x1018 3-534x105 •121x103 3-533
1500 4-894x1018 3-826 x 104 •403 x 104 4-534
2000 3-672X 1018 1-797x105 •332x105 5-165
3000 2-446x1018 1-192x106 •387x106 5-906
4000 1-836x1018 3-556x106 1-529x106 6-307
5000 1-468x1018 7-147x106 3-639 x 106 6-545
6000 1-224x1018 1-154x107 ■657x107 6-696
The absolute value of 1//!, in the temperature range 2000-6000°K, is high,
by approximately one power of ten, when compared with the experimental results
of Blackman.17 However, the above treatment is based upon the assumption
that all collisions are direct; thus it will predict, for a linear molecule, results
which are too high. The theoretical results, therefore, were fitted to the experi¬
mental data in the temperature range 5000-6000 K. The modified results are
plotted in fig. 3, for comparison with the experimental data and also the theoretical
results of Hertzfeld and Litovitz.15
temp.
Fig. 3.—Temperature dependence of relaxation time in nitrogen: o Huber and
Kantrowitz,18 p Lukasik and Young,19 0 Blackmail,17 A Herzfeld and Litovitz 15
(theoretical), • theory.
CONCLUSION
The results for methyl chloride agree well with experiment in both absolute
magnitude and temperature dependence. This shows that the experimental
results for even quite complicated molecules can be fitted by the theory using
plausible initial assumptions. The results for nitrogen are in agreement with ex¬
periment down to 1500°K, while below that value the temperature dependence is
steeper than that found experimentally. However, the experimental results are
less reliable in this region because of the presence of impurities 18 and the theory
may be correct over the whole range. The close agreement of the results with
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those of Herzfeld and Litovitz indicates that their method of fitting an exponential
function to the 12: 6 Lennard-Jones is theoretically justified.
It is noteworthy that the same theory can deal adequately with the very slight
temperature dependence of transition probability in methyl chloride and the much
greater temperature dependence for nitrogen. This is good evidence that the
present theoretical picture is basically correct.
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APPENDIX
(12:6 Lennard-Jones function)
fvill (t) = 432 p"i5{-280,280 <H+(11,757,200 <74-15,619,240 a3)p"6
+ (375,935,560 a3-161,048,888 cr2) p"i2-(568,877,400 a3
-3,108,382,368 a2+532,965,160 a) p"i8-(7,136,755,395a2
-9,258,200,490 a-547,63/,475) p"24+(3,630,802,175 a2
-26,431,775,370 a+9,027,593,575) p-39+(23,987,555,900 a
-29,947,417,500) p-36-(6,727,821,100 a-37,331,132,300) p"42
-19,679,655,600 p"48 + 3,707,761,200 p"34}.
Erratum—
In/VI (t) quoted in Cottrell and Ream, part 1, +3,080 a3 should be —3,080a3.
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